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ABSTRACT
Large scale social data from online social networks, instant messaging applications, and
wearable devices have seen an exponential growth in a number of users and activities recently.
The rapid proliferation of social data provides rich information and infinite possibilities for
us to understand and analyze the complex inherent mechanism which governs the evolution
of the new technology age. Influence, as a natural product of information diffusion (or propagation), which represents the change in an individual’s thoughts, attitudes, and behaviors
resulting from interaction with others, is one of the fundamental processes in social worlds.
Therefore, influence analysis occupies a very prominent place in social related data analysis,
theory, model, and algorithms.
In this dissertation, we study the influence analysis under the scenario of big social data.
Firstly, we investigate the uncertainty of influence relationship among the social network. A
novel sampling scheme is proposed which enables the development of an efficient algorithm
to measure uncertainty. Considering the practicality of neighborhood relationship in real social data, a framework is introduced to transform the uncertain networks into deterministic
weight networks where the weight on edges can be measured as Jaccard-like index. Secondly,
focusing on the dynamic of social data, a practical framework is proposed by only probing
partial communities to explore the real changes of a social network data. Our probing
framework minimizes the possible difference between the observed topology and the actual

network through several representative communities. We also propose an algorithm that
takes full advantage of our divide-and-conquer strategy which reduces the computational
overhead. Thirdly, if let the number of users who are influenced be the depth of propagation
and the area covered by influenced users be the breadth, most of the research results are
only focused on the influence depth instead of the influence breadth. Timeliness, acceptance
ratio, and breadth are three important factors that significantly affect the result of influence
maximization in reality, but they are neglected by researchers in most of time. To fill the
gap, a novel algorithm that incorporates time delay for timeliness, opportunistic selection
for acceptance ratio, and broad diffusion for influence breadth has been investigated. In our
model, the breadth of influence is measured by the number of covered communities, and the
tradeoff between depth and breadth of influence could be balanced by a specific parameter. Furthermore, the problem of privacy preserved influence maximization in both physical
location network and online social network was addressed. We merge both the sensed location information collected from cyber-physical world and relationship information gathered
from online social network into a unified framework with a comprehensive model. Then we
propose the resolution for influence maximization problem with an efficient algorithm. At
the same time, a privacy-preserving mechanism are proposed to protect the cyber physical
location and link information from the application aspect. Last but not least, to address the
challenge of large-scale data, we take the lead in designing an efficient influence maximization framework based on two new models which incorporate the dynamism of networks with
consideration of time constraint during the influence spreading process in practice. All proposed problems and models of influence analysis have been empirically studied and verified
by different, large-scale, real-world social data in this dissertation.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background and Motivations
A set of social actors and a set of links among them construct a social network. The def-

inition of a social network could be dated back to the late 1800s when both Emile Durkheim
and Ferdinand Tonnies foresaw the phenomena of social groups [139]. The researchers in
the fields of psychology, anthropology and mathematics work independently for the developments of social networks. According to the definition raised by Rashotte et al. [118],
influence, an important concept in social data, is “the change from an individual’s thoughts,
feeling, attitudes, and behaviors that result from interaction with other individual or group.”
Influence, the natural product of information diffusion (or propagation), is one of the fundamental processes taking place in social networks. Therefore, influence analysis occupies an
prominent place in social data.
Sociologists and other related scientists never stop trying to explore social networks
since the social networks also construct the modern social foundation. Many researchers
have sought to test or examine that whether there is an influence and how did people
influence each other in social networks In 2007, Nicholas et al. [39] published their years of
research results based on the historical data about the spreading of obesity over 32 years. In
the same research field, David et al. [8] proposed another idea about the spread of obesity in
social networks based on the simulations which further considered the group effect in obesity
spreading. Both works tried to explore how does the influence diffusion in social networks
affect obesity. Their models also consider obesity as a “contagious” phenomenon that can
be caught if most social contracts are deemed obese. The interaction of social networks with
environmental factors could not be explored because it was not accounted for the general
model where the social networks were proposed as a means to mitigate the obesity epidemic.

2

Even so, prior to the Internet, quantitative data of social network were scanty, the
further influence analysis in social networks was still in the slow-lane. What the results as
mentioned above have in common is that they are all from the real experiments with actual
social lives on questionnaires or laboratory tests, which are limited by the experiment size.
The above results are hard to be expanded to large social entities. Also, the methodologies
mentioned above cannot be applied to large scale social networks. In the Internet Age, each
month, more than 1.3 billion users are active on Facebook and 190 million unique visitors
are active on Twitter. Furthermore, 48% of Facebook users who are 18-34 years old check
their online page when they wake up, and 98% of 18-24 year old people are involved with at
least one kind of social media 1 . Online Social Networks (OSNs) have seen a rapid rise in the
number of users and activities in the past years such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.,
which means influence analysis in social networks has entered a new epoch. As an emerging
part of social networks, OSNs represent most characteristics of traditional social networks
in a digital version on a large scale. OSNs have kept growing for more than one decade
and occupied an increasingly more important position in social networks. In OSNs, we can
get more research results that were once unimaginable before. OSNs are not just a large
continent size recreation or entertainment platform. Many OSNs could also be used for work
purpose such as watching the market/competitors, which significantly and positively impact
employees’ performance to some extent [93] [153].
The emergence of OSNs and the accompanying massive amounts of social data pose
a number of both computational challenges and opportunities to academia and industry,
especially those involving influence analysis. As far as we know, although influence analysis
in social data have attracted a lot of attentions, there are still many challenges for both
academia and industry.
To analyze influence, the first problem is understanding the relations in social data.
But in real life, uncertainty exists in many kinds of networks. The uncertainty may result
from network components themselves or external factors. How to figure the uncertainty
1

http://www.statisticbrain.com/facebook-statistics/
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of influence in social data out is the very first challenge. However, in practice, a clear
relationship among pair of nodes is difficult to detect in huge uncertain complicated networks.
Due to the increase of complexity in modern networks especially social networks (Facebook,
Twitter, and LinkedIn, etc.), it becomes more and more difficult to efficiently identify the
relationship in networks. Thus, we propose an uncertainty generation framework to capture
the uncertainty among social network to help further understand the influence propagation.
After the analysis of uncertainty of influence in social data, based on many pieces of
literature results, as one of the most popular research areas, many works for influence analysis
is focusing on the influence maximization in social networks. For example, [88, 95] proposed
several models to simulate the influence diffusion process. However, influence maximization
in social networks is still a developing problem. Due to the complexity and diversity of the
phenomena, researchers are still facing a lot of challenges concerning how to analyze and
utilize the influence in OSNs. However, many challenging issues are upcoming. First, OSNs
are dynamic networks; hence, the change of network topology directly affects the diffusion
of influence. Besides, almost all of the classical models, such as IC and LT together with
their many derived varieties involving Monte Carlo simulation, which is incredibly resources
intensive. Since the influence maximization problem is unfortunately NP-hard, it is almost
impossible to find the most optimal influential node set in a large scale network. It is
even harder to pursue the optimal node sets that can maximize the influence in a dynamic
social network. Besides all the other challenges, updating a network to reflect its dynamic
nature with time is extremely resource consuming in large social networks. Therefore, we are
interested in proposing an efficient integrated solution to select the most influential nodes in
dynamic social networks considering the challenges and features of OSNs.
Next, to further model and maximize the influence from a reality aspect, Timeliness
refers to the phenomena that the effect of influence would decay with time; acceptance ratio
measures the percentage of influence which gets a response; and influence breadth aims at
maximizing influence not only by having more users; are three very important factors of the
model and resolution. We address the problem of identifying the node set which maximizes
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influence in practical social networks. We proposed a model incorporates influence decay
function, opportunistic selection and broader maximization accommodating to three factors:
timeliness, acceptance ratio, and breadth. We take the first step to explore the relationship
between the breadth and depth of influence and propose the model BICOT. Comparing to
previous related works, the number of communities is incorporated to measure the breadth
of the influence, which is also very novel.
Furthermore, most of the existing works, unfortunately, neglect the fact that the sensed
location data in the cyber-physical world could also play an important role in the influence
prorogation process. Even though a few works consider a little sensed information to enhance
the influence maximization, the privacy protection issue of the sensed data (location, social
relationship) was directly exposed to the public. We address the problem of maximizing
influence in both cyber-physical world and online social world with privacy preserving and
propose a very comprehensive framework as the resolution for the problem. We firstly merge
both the sensed location data from cyber-physical network and relationship data from online
social network into a unified framework with one novel model, then an efficient algorithm
to solve the influence maximization problem is provided within our resolution. Besides, our
model could not only support the influence maximization problem, but also support other
applications related to both sensed location data and online social data. Furthermore, our
privacy-preserving mechanism could protect the sensitive location and link information from
the application aspect.
Last but not least, the influence analysis in big scale data is still a very challenging
problem. In order to further study the special features of influence analysis in big social data.
We implement two models of influence maximization with time constraint on the up-to-date
platforms Hadoop and Spark. According to the result of our real data experiment, we explore
the potential of new computational framework to our research problem and demonstrate the
expansibility of influence analysis in big scale data.

5

1.2

Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 summarizes the related

literatures. Chapter 3 investigates the uncertainty of influence in social data. Chapter 4
studies the probing techniques to update the dynamic of social data with very few cost and
maximizes the influence in the social data. Chapter 5 explores the influence maximization
problem with considering of timeliness, acceptance ratio in both depth and breadth. Chapter
6 proposes the resolution of influence maximization for the data from both cyber physical
world and online social network with privacy preservation. Chapter 7 develops the applicability of influence maximization in a large scale with the modern big data platforms. Chapter
8 conducts the future research directions. And the last chapter concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

RELATED WORKS

Other than results from social science we mentioned in Chapter 1. Many kinds of literature have been proposed from different aspects of influence analysis. At an American high
school, Salath et al. [123] obtained high-resolution data of proximity interactions during a
typical day, and their work helps with the reconstruction of a social network for infectious
disease transmission by using wireless sensor network technology [60, 61]. Through simulations, they showed that targeted immunization using the contact-network data is much more
efficient than random immunization. Stehle et al. [129] reported a similar result like [123]
in a French primary school. The team headed by Stehle also provided several public-health
implications of infectious diseases by collecting a period of history data in their experiments.
By analyzing the real tests in two middle schools in Germany, Ralf et al. [152] aimed to test
the operating social mechanisms that underlie the efficacy of bullying prevention programs.
Kwon [91] et. al. analyzed how individual differences affect user’s intentions to use social
network services with a Technology Acceptance Model (TAM ) in their psychology-based
research.
The emergence of OSNs and the accompanying large amounts of data pose a number
of both computational challenges and opportunities to academia and industry, especially
those involving influence analysis. Fig.2.1 shows the number of high impacted publications
regarding influence maximization in the recent years.

1

To understand OSNs further deeply, many research results have been published recently.
By combining content-based and network-based approaches, Tang et al. [135] proposed some
techniques to predict influence. Two medical data sets have also been tested to evaluate their
proposed techniques UserRank and Weighted in-degree. Based on Goyal and Kearns’ work
1
The statistic result focuses on data mining and social analysis and may not include all the literatures in
all relevant areas.
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Figure 2.1. Publications regarding influence analysis in the recent years

in [54], He et al. [68] studied the Price of Anarchy of the competitive cascade game under a
linear threshold model in a theoretical aspect. Considering the price of a product in a social
network, Francis et al. [12] investigated the problem of how to find an optimal monopoly
pricing and the relationship between the consumers and their neighbors. From a tie-strength
perspective, Zhao et al. [171] addressed the information diffusion problem in social networks
such as how fast does the information propagate, what is the role of weak ties for information diffusion, and so on. The authors in [171] also gave some business suggestions for the
cost-efficient and secured information propagation for online social networking sites such as
pushing information to friends using a strong-tie-first strategy, and preventing privacy by
removing active weak ties from local communities from another perspective. Rakesh and
Agrawal summarized the results of their recent investigations around the nature of information, people and their relationships in social networks [2]. Their work includes information
diffusion [3], analysis of opinion formation [10, 40], and the factors influencing an individual’s
continued relationship in a social group [15].
Influence maximization is one of the key topics for the analysis of influence, the IC
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(Independent Cascade) and LT (Linear Threshold) model [88] together with their extensions set the foundation for most of the existing cascading researches. Since Kempe et al.
[88] formulated the influence maximization problem as an optimization problem, a series of
empirical studies have been performed on influence learning [49, 121], algorithm optimization [131, 53, 51], scalability promotion [141, 30], influence of group conformity [133], and
influence of location exploration. Anadiotis, Christos, et al. [7] illustrated how informationcentric networks can effectively address practical issues rising in multimedia applications
and social networking technologies. In [7], the authors provided a certain observation that
the influence in social networks is information-centric especially within a community, which
motivated us to maximize the influence from the community aspect to the global network [5].
Leskovec et al. [95] modeled the outbreak detection problem and proved that the influence
maximization problem is a special case of their new problem. In [95], a Cost-Effective Lazy
Forward (CELF ) scheme taking the advantage of the submodular property is proposed. It
achieved 700 times speedup in selecting seed vertices compared with the classical greedy
algorithm [88]. CELF set a milestone of using brute force solution to solve the influence
maximization problem. But as indicated in [30], solutions proposed in CELF lack of scalability. Therefore, Chen et al. [30] developed several efficiency heuristic algorithms based
on the arborescence structure, which is a structure that could handle million-sized graphs.
The proposed algorithm spreads influence similar to the way that the greedy algorithm does,
while achieving more than six orders of magnitude faster than the greedy algorithm. Most
recently, Borgs et al. [13] first proposed a result, which avoids the limitation of traditional
greedy algorithm. Their research showed that a drastically different technique for influence
maximization under the IC model. From the perspective of the opposite, [13] defined a reverse reachable (RR) set for node v in the network is the set of nodes that can reach v. Then
by sampling algorithm, the algorithm generated a certain number of random possible world
of RR sets from the network. Follow the rationales that if a size-k node set S could covers
most RR sets, then S has a higher probability to maximize the expected spread among all
size-k set in the network. Their theoretical result showed that when parameter τ is set to
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Θ(k(m + n) log n/3 ), the algorithm could run in time linear to τ , and return a (1 − 1/e − )approximate with a constant probability. Furthermore, Tang et al. [137] proposed a more
practical framework T IM which guarantees the same theoretical complexity bound of [13]
and keeps at least probability 1 − n−l . TIM supports a triggering model, which is a more
general model includes both IC and LT as special cases. Next, [136] proposed a martingale approach to support a larger class of information diffusion models while providing same
accurate results with small computation overheads.

2.1

Understand Influence on Social Edges
There are many existed works in other social network analysis research such as commu-

nity detection and network clustering based on relationships in traditional certain networks,
and some models for uncertain data mining. The survey paper [92] and [1] are very good
references.Following are the works mining and detecting relationships in certain network
[101, 83], such as mining communities in YouTube [16] and mining interest groups in mobile
social networks [155]. The work of [156] developed an algorithm that can identify the nodes
which bridge clusters and nodes marginally connected to outliers. Since this technique needs
a parameter to control the minimum similarity in a graph, the algorithms in [14] overcome
the difficulty by finding only the best cluster boundaries to cluster a network. However, all
the above-mentioned works did not consider uncertainty in networks.
The inherent uncertainty of influence in networks has to be considered for conducting
accurate analysis and mining. The model in [182] was established for uncertain graphs
(also named as probabilistic graphs) [77], in which each edge is associated with an existence
probability. The following works studied different issues considering uncertainty in networks.
Jin et al. [84] introduced a sampling scheme which discovers highly reliable subgraphs with
high probability. Since the shortest path in an uncertain graph is different from the ones in a
deterministic graph, two new kinds of queries appear which are threshold-based shortest path
queries [162] and distance-constraint teachability queries [85]. Considering the uncertainty
in networks, the work in [116] introduced a framework for processing k nearest neighbor
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(k-NN) queries. After proposing some novel distance functions in uncertain graphs [67],
the authors designed a sampling algorithm which can prune the search space efficiently.
Unfortunately, these works and models cannot deal with community detection in uncertain
networks. Moreover, all the above works did not consider the common neighbor factor, which
has a critical impact on identify clear relationships in uncertain graphs.
To the best of our knowledge, our proposed uncertainty relationship in network is the
first one to study the uncertainty generation problem based on the neighborhood relationship
in uncertain networks [65, 66].

2.2

Dynamic Probing for Influence
Besides literatures focusing on the fundamental influence maximization problem and its

several variants mentioned above, existing literatures related to our work can be divided into
two groups: the dynamic network models and community-based influence maximization.
Zhuang et al. [180] considered structure changing by probing a subset of nodes in a
social network to estimate the real influence diffusion process. However, different from us,
[180] focuses on investigating a network by probing several nodes with the highest influence
increment instead of using the community scope. In a large-scale network, probing and
updating several specfic nodes is very time-consuming, and it is hard to calculate the influence
increment for each node. In contrast, the community, which is a natural structure in social
environments has more comprehensive information and are much easier to manipulate. On
the basis of the discussion above, different from [180], our work takes advantages of both
probing techniques and community features. We are interested in the dynamic probing
algorithm by taking a community as the unit instead of a node. As we stated, a community
is a very natural structure in social networks. For a dynamic network, probing one node
means updating the node itself and all the links related to the node. Nodes within the same
community have more links and relationships that can affect each other. Probing the network
node by node will result in a lot of duplicated operations and costs [62]. In our solution,
we look for the most active community and probe it. The cost is reduced by probing the
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community as a unit.
On the other hand, taking the community into account brings more benefits for the
influence maximization. Individuals within the same community have more frequent contacts
and thus are more likely to be influenced by each other. In contrast, individuals from different
communities have much less contact with each other and thus are less likely to influence each
other. This community property suggests that it might be a good approximation to choose
influential nodes within communities instead of the whole network. Obviously, it will be more
efficient to select influential nodes within communities. Based on the previous discussion,
we employed dynamic programming to take full advantage of the community and probing
techniques. Reference [180] only provided the node probing method while excluded the
community probing and other techniques related to communities. The algorithm in [180]
cannot benefit the efficiency of the influence maximization either.
Li et al. [102] addressed the problem of finding densely connected subgraphs that satisfy
the query conditions considering the influence of a community in a network. However, their
method is based on the concept of k-core, which is not an influence diffusion expectation
model but network structure model. This kind of model could not provide influence expectation measures which actually do not completely follow the information diffusion process.
The drawback of core-based model has been proved and verified in many other experiment
in literatures [26] and [120] to some extent. Wang et al. [150] tried to reduce computation
cost by dividing a network into many communities. The greedy algorithm was first run
in each community and the increments of the expected influence for each community were
calculated. A dynamic programming algorithm was first proposed to select the optimal community. Then, the most influential nodes from each community were compared and selected.
This process runs iteratively until the top-k influential nodes were found. Different from our
work, timeliness had not been considered in their model. Besides, their partition method
just divides a network into disjointed communities for the purpose of reducing computation
cost without incorporating any other advantage of a network. Additionally, in real applications, communities in a social network naturally overlap because people have multiple roles
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in different situations for most social networks.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing approaches consider merging the
dynamic network probing problem from the community scope with the community-based
divide-and-conquer techniques together to solve the influence maximization problem [64].

2.3

Broaden the Influence Propagation
Besides the fundamental influence maximization problem and several variants mentioned

above, there are two kinds of previous works related to our influence exploring with community problem: dynamic network models and structural analysis for influence diffusion. The
phenomena of time delay in influence diffusion have been explored in statistics. Timeliness
concerned by us, different from time decay, emphasize more on the delivery time of influence.
The observation in [82] shows that the heterogeneity of human activities has an important
effect on influence diffusion. Thang et al. [42] modeled influence maximization by limiting
the influence of nodes that are within d hops from the seeding for some constant d ≥ 1. The
authors proposed algorithm VirAds which guarantees a relative error bound of O(1) when
the network follows power-law. They also provided theoretical analysis to show the hardness
of the model. They further extended the previous algorithm to obtain a near optimal solution with a ratio better than O(log n). Chen et al. [29] proposed the Independent Cascade
model with meeting events (IC-M ) to capture time-delay. Differently, our model not only
considers the time decay and acceptance ratio of influence in dynamic networks, but also
take structural breadth of a network into account.
Wang et al. [150] tried to reduce the computation cost by dividing a network into
many communities. They run the greedy algorithm in each community and calculate the
expected influence increase of each community. Then, a dynamic programming algorithm
was proposed to select the optimal community, then choose the most influential nodes from
each community [158] afterward. This process runs iteratively until the top-k influential
nodes are obtained. However, they do not take the timeliness into account and their disjoint
communities partition could not take care the overlap of different communities in real.
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None of the existing approaches considers the time sensitivity, acceptance ratio and
both the influence spreading breadth and depth together to the best of our knowledge [63].

2.4

Influence in Cyber-physical World
Social network is constructed by a set of nodes and connections among those nodes,

which not only exist in the online social world but also exist in sensed cyber-physical world.
Thus far, most of existing works focus on the influence model and maximization algorithm
optimization, but unfortunately neglected the fact that the sensed data in cyber-physical
world could also spread the information and enforce the influence during the process of message diffusion. There is only one notable literature considering sensed location information
for influence maximization proposed by [97]. But the objective, which focus on answering the
influence spread query of particular nodes vertices within a special region, is not a classical
influence maximization requiring computing top-k influential nodes [6]. Therefore, to fill the
gap between the sensed cyber-physical world and online social network, we are working on
a comprehensive resolution to solve the classical influence maximization in a heterogenous
basis.
With the development of modern mobile devices, the connection between cyber-physical
network and online social network is significantly strengthened [45]. The sensed location data
has been studied from different aspects for a while but not been taken into account to the
classical influence maximization problem yet. Mining location record is one of most common
and important works for location knowledge analysis [177] [25]. But without corresponding
social information in the online social world, only sensed location data is still very limited.
Different from traditional location knowledge analysis, we put both the sensed cyber physical
data and online social data together to generate a novel heterogeneous network to solve the
influence maximization problem. Two real life datasets Brightkite and Gowalla are studied
in our evaluation section. Originally, the two datasets study friendships [38] in online social
networks and users’ movements in the physical world.
Furthermore, another part of related literatures are discussing how to preserve the
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sensed location information and identity. It is a very hot topic regarding the sensed location
privacy protection [59, 108]. We can roughly divide these research into three categories:
mainly focusing on the location privacy preserving mechanism [11], primarily focusing on
adding perturbed data actual user trajectories [46], and mainly focusing on the analysis and
search for the location privacy metric that allows relatively fair comparison between utility
and privacy [154].
To sum up, in the relevant literatures, a comprehensive framework combining both
sensed cyber-physical information and online social information together for influence maximization with privacy preserving is not available so far [58].

2.5

Influence Analysis in Big Data
After many works appeared to solve the influence maximization problem, one of very

important problem came out is how to deal with the data in large scale. Several efforts have
been made to adapt influence model to scalable. Chen et al. [30] showed that computing
influence spread in the independent cascade model is #P-hard problem. Then addressed the
scalability issue, they proposed efficiency heuristic algorithm by restricting computations on
the local influence regions of nodes. Additional, a tunable parameter for users to control
the balance between the running time and the influence spread of the influence was also
proposed [109]. Considering an independent influence path as an influence evaluation unit,
an approximation algorithm named as Independent Path Algorithm (IPA) were proposed
to approximate the influence. The parallel versions of IPA speeds up further as well as
the number of CPU cores increases, which can be adapted to a larger size of datasets [89].
Another greedy algorithm named SMG, which stands for State-Machine Greedy is proposed
recently by M. Heidari et al. [76]. The main idea improves the speed of greedy algorithms
by preventing recalculation done by older methods. SMG improved the traditional greedy
algorithm from time complexity of triggering nodes in the startup queue, reducing the time
of graph construction, and preventing re-traverse of nodes. According to their experiment,
SMG has a better performance than CELF. However, SMG does not consider the effect of
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structure on the time complexity which still an open problem in these kinds of research.
We still have not seen any results take both the influence with time constrain and influence
decaying process into account. Furthermore, along with the increasing of data scale, only
single machine implementation struggles to satisfy the need in the big data era. Different
from previous related works, we proposed a time constraint model with influence decay to
catch the main feature of influence in real life. And we also deploy our models and algorithms
to the up-to-date platforms for further work reference [57].
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Chapter 3

UNDERSTAND INFLUENCE ON SOCIAL EDGES

3.1

Introduction
Networks such as the Internet, social networks [99, 74, 143, 128, 147, 148], wireless

networks [127, 44, 124, 157, 166, 107, 174, 80, 98, 176, 168], biological networks [138], etc.
are now indispensable in our daily life. Most networks are deterministic on the aspects of
network settings [146, 81, 22, 172, 173, 126, 19, 167], routing strategies [56, 28, 165, 27, 70,
36, 170, 164, 21, 18, 24, 20, 17], coverage [48, 4, 103, 140], traffic patterns [159, 160], user
information etc. In the recent years, there has been tremendous interests in mining and
discovering implicit knowledge from various networks [34, 179, 55, 35, 33, 100, 69].
In real life, uncertainty exists in all kinds of networks. The uncertainty may result
from network components themselves or external factors. On the one hand, most networks
whose structures and features are changing all the time are dynamic. For example, in a social
network, a group of colleagues forms a community when they are in the same company. In due
time, such a colleague relationship may be broken as some of them begin to work in another
company while some of them start graduate studies. On the other hand, uncertainty is caused
by the data generation process, and the variety of networks. Different data acquisition
techniques and data description methods may result in incomplete and inaccurate data
which aggregates network uncertainty. Therefore, how to identify relationships in networks
considering uncertainty is very stringent.
However, in practice, a clear relationship among pairs of nodes is hard to detect in huge
uncertain complicated networks. Due to the increase of complexity in modern networks
especially social networks (Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, etc.), it becomes more and
more difficult to efficiently identify relationship in networks. Following are the emerging
challenges.
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First, even today, how to model and define uncertainty in real life is still an open
problem. To conduct experiments on uncertain networks, almost all the existing works are
evaluated based on the PPI (Protein-Protein Interaction) network, which is a very famous
uncertain graph database representing protein interactions for different organisms obtained
from the STRING database 1 . Furthermore, although uncertainty exists, there is no representative uncertain data set can be used for applications such as social networks and wireless
networks, because there is no convincing model or method to generate it. Second, representing uncertain structural data(graph) is much harder to manipulate than deterministic
graphs. Even if we have a reasonable uncertainty model, the cost of managing and mining
such uncertainty in networks is still very expensive. To estimate an expected relationship
in uncertain graph usually incurs high computation cost, and sometimes even impossible for
huge networks with millions of nodes and edges. Hence, computation overhead becomes a
big challenge. Third, besides uncertainty, deciding relationships among nodes itself is a challenging problem. Since different applications have various demands, the relationships among
nodes are affected by many factors, which are quite hard to identify relevance among nodes.
In real applications, especially in social networks, a relationship is not only reflected by the
link between a pair of nodes but also affected by a node’s neighbors. If two nodes have many
common neighbors, there might be a more strong relationship between them even if there is
no direct link exists between them. Therefore, we should take the common neighbors into
consideration.
Facing the aforementioned challenges, this chapter has the following contributions.
First, one effective way for modeling uncertainty is to approximate the dynamic feature
of a network by a static model endowed with some additional features. Therefore, we propose two basic models to describe uncertainty in dynamic networks for different applications.
In these two models, historical information is utilized to predict future relationships. Second,
considering the expensive cost of managing and mining uncertainty, we employ the sampling
technique to take care of uncertain possible worlds. Furthermore, the Chernoff bound and
1

http://string-db.org/
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the Hoeffding inequality are used to guarantee the accuracy of the obtained results. Last
but not the least, we design a method for relationship detection in uncertain networks. The
entities in a same community or group with relationship usually interact frequently, share
similar properties and generate common features. In our solution, two-hop expectation distance is adopted to approximate the expected number of common neighbors. This method
can also serve as a framework for measuring the expected number of common neighbors in
uncertain graphs. Some existing community detection networks clustering and other algorithms designed for certain graphs can then be employed in uncertain graphs based on our
framework.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the preliminaries
and problem definition. Section 3.3 illustrates the sampling scheme and theoretical analysis.
Evaluation results based on real and synthetic data sets are shown in Section 3.4. Section
3.5 concludes our chapter.

3.2

Data Model and Problem Definition
In this section, we formally present the data models considered in this chapter. Similar

to deterministic graphs, uncertain graphs may be undirected or directed and carry additional
labels on edges. For simplicity and clarity, we consider undirected simple uncertain graphs.
However, our discussion can be extended to directed graphs straightforwardly. We assume
the edges in a graph are independent, which is common in real applications.
Topology changes mainly result in uncertainty in a network. We propose the following
four different basic uncertainty models to reflect topology changes. We assign a weight
to each snapshot Gi (0 ≤ i ≤ t), and we design different weight assignment scenarios for
different models.
(M 1) Constant model. This model is used for the case where all the snapshots
have the same impact on network uncertainty. Therefore, we assign a same weight to each
snapshot. As shown in Fig.7.1, f1 (Gi ) assigns constant weight c to each snapshot.
(M 2) Linear model. This model is used for the case where the snapshots have a linear
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fj (Gi )
f4 (Gi ) =

1 12 Gi
10 e

f2 (Gi ) = x

f3 (Gi ) = ln(Gi )

f1 (Gi ) = 1
Gi

Figure 3.1. Weight assignment functions for snapshot Gi
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changing pattern over time. Therefore, we employ a linear weight assignment scheme for
this model. As shown in Fig.7.1, f2 (Gi ) is a linear function.
(M 3) Log model. This model is used for the case where the snapshots have a logarithm
changing pattern over time. Therefore, we adopt a logarithm weight assignment scheme for
this model. As shown in Fig.7.1, f3 (Gi ) is a logarithm function.
(M 4) Exponential model. This model is used for the case where the snapshots
have an exponential changing pattern with time. Therefore, we use an exponential weight
assignment scheme for this model. As shown in Fig. 7.1, f4 (Gi ) is an exponential function.
For Model j, the existence probability assigned to edge e is calculated as following:
Pt
ei fj (Gi )
P r(e) = Pi=0
t
i
i=0 fj (G )

(3.1)

where ei represents the existence of edge e in the graph Gi .
Definition 2: An uncertain graph is represented by G = (V , E, Σ, l, p), where V is
the vertex set, E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges, Σ is a set of labels, l : V → Σ is a function
assigning labels to the vertices, and p : E → (0, 1] is the function assigning each edge e ∈ E
a probability P r(e) obtained from Equation (3.1).
Let I be a possible world instance which is a deterministic graph. As shown below,
G ⇒ I denotes that I can be generated from G, and the probability of such a derivation is
P r(G ⇒ I).

P r(G ⇒ I) =

Y
e∈E(I)

p(e)

Y

(1 − p(e))

(3.2)

e∈E(I))\E(G)

Example 1: Fig. 3.2 shows an example uncertain graph G. The number marked on
each edge e denotes P r(e). For G, there are 2|E| possible worlds Ii (1 ≤ i ≤ 2|E| ). In this
example, there are 2|3| = 8 possible worlds. Each deterministic graph can be viewed as a
special uncertain graph in which the existence probability of every edge is 1.
The relationship between a pair of nodes can be determined by the number of their
common neighbors to a considerable degree. Therefore, a reasonable model for describing
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Figure 3.2. Derivation of possible worlds Ii for uncertain graph G

common neighbors in uncertain graphs is expected. Let N (v) be the neighbor set of vertex
v. The Jaccard index in deterministic graphs which is defined as

N (vi )∩N (vj )
N (vi )∪N (vj )

ranges from

0 (no overlap in the neighborhoods of vi and vj ) to 1 (the neighborhoods of vi and vj are
identical). However, for uncertain graphs, it is impossible to derive such an index, since the
relationship between every pair of nodes is imprecise.
Definition 3: To measure the distance between two vertices u and v in an uncertain
graph, an Expected neighbor distance, Endistance(u, v) is defined as the expectation of the
Jaccard index.
Endistance(u, v) = Exp(

N (vi ) ∩ N (vj )
)
N (vi ) ∪ N (vj )

(3.3)

where the function Exp(X) is the expectation of variable X.
From the above definitions, our investigated problem is defined as following.
Input: A dynamic graph G = (G0 , G1 , . . . , Gt ), model type j, sampling parameters
 and δ which guarantee the accuracy, and constant k which controls the number of the
communities.
Output: k communities in G which have the top k highest probabilities.
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3.3

Algorithm Framework and Theoretical Analysis
In this section, we present the framework of our algorithm. The first step is to construct

an uncertain network based on dynamic snapshots; then, considering common neighbors, we
introduce a method to measure relationships among nodes; third, an effective sampling
scheme is introduced with some optimization strategies and complete theoretical analysis is
presented to guarantee correctness and efficiency.
3.3.1

Construct an Uncertain Network

Algorithm 1: Constructing an Uncertain Graph
input : A set of snapshots in dynamic graph G = (G0 , G1 , . . . , Gt ) , the model type j
output: Uncertain graph G
1
2
3
4
5
6

for i = 1; i ≤ t; i + +, E ∈ G do
for each edge e do
if ei ∈ Gi then
N umerator += (fj (ei ));
Denominator) += (fj (ei ));
P r(E) = N umerator/Denominator;

According to model type j, use weight assignment function fj (Gi ) to assign weight to
each (G0 , G1 , . . . , Gt ) ∈ G. In the existing uncertain models, it is generally assumed that
uncertainty exists in networks. The way they present uncertainty is to associate a random
number between 0 to 1 to each node and/or each edge. However, except a real uncertain
network PPI in Biology whose probability is determined by biology experiment, there is still
not any other more reasonable model or method to present uncertainty in networks. Since
the dynamic feature is one of the most important reasons resulting in uncertainty, we model
uncertainty through several network snapshots coming from a dynamic network. Algorithm
1 presents the process of constructing an uncertain network.
Since the required data source to construct an uncertain network is a set of snapshots
of a dynamic network, the topology is changing at any time. The nodes may disappear or
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Figure 3.3. Common neighbors in a community

appear, we suppose the node set includes all the nodes ever appeared in a network. If node
i disappears in one snapshot, we set the weights of all the edges connected to i to 0. The
computational cost of Algorithm 1 is O(t ∗ n2 ) where n is the number of the nodes in network
and t is the number of snapshots.
3.3.2

Measuring Relationships Among Nodes in an Uncertain Network

The number of common neighbors is one of the most important measurements for relationships among nodes. On the one hand, common neighbors stand for direct relationships
among nodes, since if there is an edge between node i and node j, they are also common
neighbors of each other (each node neighbor set includes itself). On the other hand, the
number of common neighbors can also describe indirect relationships within a community.
However, in an uncertain network, the concept of common neighbors is difficult to define
since the direct relationship between a pair of nodes is not clear. Researchers use the expectation weight of one edge to measure the direct connection between two nodes. Similarly,
we use the expected number of common neighbors to represent a relationship.
In an uncertain graph G, the expected number of common neighbors between node vi
and node vj can be calculated by the expectation of the number of distinct 2-hop paths
between them.
In a deterministic graph, for node vi and node vj , the number of common neighbors
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equals to the number of distinct 2-hop paths between them. As shown in Fig. 3.3, there
are four nodes (vk1 , vk2 , vk3 , vk4 ) between vi and vj . Obviously, there are also four distinct
2-hop paths between them correspondingly. Apparently the number of distinct 2-hop paths
and the number of common neighbors is a one-one correspondence. Then, we can have a
deterministic graph. For vi and vj , a new distinct 2-hop path means adding a new node
vk as a connector between them, and vk belongs to both N (vi ) and N (vj ), where vk is the
common neighbor of vi and vj .
Obviously, in a deterministic graph, the number of common neighbors between two
nodes corresponds to the number of 2-hop distinct paths between them. Since the expected
number of common neighbors cannot be calculated directly, we use the number of 2-hop
distinct paths to represent it. In an uncertain graph G, a 2-hop path is a one existing in
some of the possible worlds generated from G. We cannot derive whether there is a 2-hop
path or not; however, we can obtain the expected existence possibility of a path according
to its existence situation in each possible world.
Lemma 1. In uncertain graph G, the expected number of union neighbors between node vi
and node vj can be calculated as follows.

Exp(|N (vi ) ∪ N (vj )|) = Exp(|N (vi )|) + Exp(|N (vi )|) − Exp(|N (vi ) ∩ N (vj )|)

(3.4)

Proof. : This is a simple application of the set theory.
Theorem 1. In uncertain graph G, the expectation of the Jaccard index
|N (vi )∩N (vj )|
|N (vi )∪N (vj )|

can be calculated by

ExpDCountP ath2 (vi ,vj )
,
Exp(|N (vi )∪N (vj )|)

where the numerator part ExpDCountP ath2 (vi , vj )

is the number of distinct 2-hop paths between node vi and node vj , and the fraction denominator part Exp(|N (vi ) ∪ N (vj )|) is the expected size of the union set of the two neighbor
sets.
Proof. : Theorem 1 is obviously true according to Lemma 1.
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3.3.3

Sampling Possible Worlds

As mentioned, to derive Endistance(u, v) in an uncertain graph, we need to enumerate
all the possible worlds to calculate the expected number of 2-hop distinct paths, the expected
number of common neighbor and the expected size of the union set of the two neighbor sets.
The computation overhead of enumerating is very expensive. To solve this problem, we
utilize a random sampling method to acquire some possible worlds of an uncertain graph.
The following lemma demonstrates how to calculate an edge’s existence probability.
Theorem 2. .
Fact 1. For a one-edge subgraph of an uncertain graph, the expected existence probability of
this edge is equal to the edge’s existence probability:
Exp(e0 ) = p(e0 )

(3.5)

Fact 2. For a subgraph with more than one edge, its expected existence probability need to
be calculated based on the possible worlds.
Proof. : If P is the probability distribution of uncertain graph G, then we have Equation
(3.6), where Ii is the ith instance of all the 2m possible worlds, and the existence probability
of Ii is shown in (3.7).

Exp(G) =

m
i=2
X

p(Ii )

(3.6)

i=1

Y

p(Ii ) =

Y

p(e)

e=(u,v)∈E(Ii )

(1 − p(e))

(3.7)

e=(u,v)∈(E(G)\E(Ii ))

According to Equation (3.7), for edge e0 not showing up in a possible world Ii , the
existence probability of e0 in Ii should be 0.

0

p(I ) =

m
i=2
X

I 0 ∈Ii ,i=1

p(Ii ) =

m
i=2
X

Y

I 0 ∈Ii ,i=1 e∈E(Ii )

p(e)

Y
e∈(E(G)\E(Ii ))

(1 − p(e))

(3.8)
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Only when E(G) \ E(Ii ) is empty, we have
p(I 0 ) =

Y

p(e)

(3.9)

e∈E(I 0 )

In fact, Equation (3.9) shows the existence probability of a deterministic graph which
has all the edges in I 0 . As shown in Equation (3.6), the existence probability of subgraph
I 0 is the summation of the existence probability of each possible world which includes I 0 .
According to Equation (3.2), we obtain Equation (3.6). Since the existence probability
summation of all the possible worlds equals to 1 [181], this fact is true.
Fact 2 told us that we can not get the exact expected existence probability without
enumerate all the possible worlds.
To enumerate all the possible worlds generated from an uncertain graph G is a #Pcomplete problem [181]. According to this fact, we cannot enumerate all the possible worlds
to calculate Endistance(u, v) in an uncertain graph. We need to adopt some other more effective techniques. In this chapter, we apply a sampling method to estimate Endistance(u, v).
Now we introduce how to perform sampling of the possible worlds which follow a
bernoulli distribution. Each edge in an uncertain graph either exists in a possible world
with probability 1 or not shows up at all. Consider G = (V , E, Σ, l, p) with n nodes. 
and δ are accuracy parameters where  ( ≥ 0) and δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1) denote the upper bound
and relative error respectively, and both of them can be arbitrarily small. The parameter r
denotes the number of possible worlds. Let I i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, be a set of sampled graphs under
distribution P where all {I i }p ∈ Imp(G), where Imp(G) is a generated implication subspace.
The Chernoff bound gives exponentially decreasing bounds on tail distributions of sums
of independent random variables [37]. We employ the Chernoff bound to reduce the number
of the sampled possible worlds while guaranteeing accuracy.
Lemma 2. Given a pair of vertices (u, v), set Xi to be equal to 1 if there exists at least one
2-hop path from u to v in graph I i , and 0 otherwise. p2 (u, v) is the existence probability of a 2P
hop path between u and v. According to the Chernoff bound, we get P (| 1r ri=1 Xi −p2 (u, v)| ≥
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2

p2 (u, v)) ≤ 2exp( r·p2 (u,v)
). If the number of sampled possible worlds r ≥
3

3
2 p2 (u,v))

ln ( 2δ ), we

have
r

1X
P (|
Xi − p2 (u, v)| ≥ p2 (u, v)) ≤ δ
r i=1

(3.10)

The Hoeffding’s inequality provides a method to bound the upper bound of the probability of the sum of random variables deviating from its expected value [78]. We employ
the Hoeffding’s inequality to further reduce the number of the sampled possible worlds while
guaranteeing accuracy.
Lemma 3. Let di denote the number of 2-hop paths between u and v corresponding to a
possible world I i . The random variables di are bounded in the range [0,n]. Exp(d) is the
summation of estimated expectation value according to the sampling subspace. Based on
P
(n−1)2
22
ln ( 2δ ), we
Hoeffding’s inequality, P (| ri=1 di − Exp(d)| ≥ ) ≤ 2exp( r(n−1)
2 ). If r ≥
22
have

P (|

r
X

di − Exp(d)| ≥ ) ≤ δ

(3.11)

i=1

Theorem 3. Let p(u, v) be the probability distribution function respond to the distance of path
between u and v in uncertain graph G. Let p\
2 (u, v) be the independent bernoulli distribution
random variables as the estimator of p2 (u, v) come from sampling subspace in {Gi }p . It
is easily to prove p\
2 (u, v) is an unbiased estimator of p2 (u, v) [119]. If we sample at least
2

r = max( (n−1)
22 , 62 ) ln ( 2δ ) possible worlds, we can guarantee that Equation (3.10) and
p
Equation (3.11).
Proof. : Theorem 3 is the simple application of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. And we change the
bound from r ≥

3
2 p(u,v)

ln ( 2δ ) to r ≥

6
2

ln ( 2δ ) since the only attention we need to pay to is

the existence probability larger than 12 .
It is easy to prove (omitted) that our sampling estimator is unbiased, which means the
expectation of sampling is equal to the result of sampling space. The antithetic variable
which is an unbiased estimator for sampling can result in better efficiency and sampling
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variance. The sampling error for parameter θ ≈ X̄ depends on the Mean Squared Error
(M SE)=V ar(X̄)=V ar(X)/n, then the sampling could be more efficient when V ar(X) is
reduced [119].
Theorem 4. Using antithetic variables can reduce variance in our sampling process.
Proof. : Suppose In1 and In2 are independent and identically distributed random variables
with mean θ, then

V ar(

1
In1 + In2
) = (V ar(In1 ) + V ar(In1 ) + 2Cov(In1 , In2 ))
2
4

(3.12)

If we make Cov(In1 , In2 ) ≤ 0, then the variance is reduced. For many sampling methods, a θ estimator is In1 = g(U1 , . . . , Un ) for some monotonously increasing function g.
Considering the antithetic estimator In2 = g(1 − U1 , . . . , 1 − Un ), the combined estimator
would be (In1 + In2 )/2. We can get Cov(h(U1 , . . . , Un ), where h(1 − U1 , . . . , 1 − Un )) ≤ 0
[119].
Considering the sampling process in our algorithm, it is easy to see that the more edges
we enumerate the higher probability we can obtain a 2-hop path. Let abstract function g
be an |E|-dimension random variable. Each variable indicates whether edge e exists. If the
edge e exists, then the function g will increase, so this function is monotonously increasing
apparently.
We employ matrix techniques to identify 2-hop path between each pair of nodes. We
use a matrix to represent the connectivity information for a network as shown below.
If the multiply two copies of such a matrix, each 1 in the result matrix means there is
at least one 2-hop path between the corresponding pair of nodes(Equ. 3.13).
Since a big network may have millions of nodes, it is hard to carry out matrix calculations
in one pass. We divide a big matrix into different parts and apply the calculation respectively.
Then, the final result comes from the combination of all the parts. In this step, we can
significantly reduce the computation cost of finding 2-hop paths in a large network. In this
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way, we only need to take care of the pairs of nodes whose corresponding entry in the result
matrix is not 0.

0 1 0 ···


1 1 0 · · ·


0 0 1 · · ·

. .
 .. . . . . . . . .



1 1 0 · · ·


0 1 1 · · ·

1 1 0 ···




1 0 1
0 1 0 ···
 
 

0 0 1
 1 1 0 · · ·
 

1 0 0
 0 0 1 · · ·

.. . . . . . .
. . . . ..  × 
.
. . 
.
.
.
.
 
 
0 0 1 1 1 0 · · ·
 
 
1 0 1 0 1 1 · · ·
 
1 1 1
1 1 0 ···

1

0

1





0 0 1


1 0 0

. . . . .. 
.
. .



0 0 1


1 0 1

1 1 1

(3.13)

Algorithm 2: Strassen Algorithm in our Problem
input : Matrix M for graph GM
output: Result of matrix M 0

4

for i = 1; i! = m; i + + do
M 0ij = 0;
for j = 1; j! = m; j + + do
Mij0 = Mij0 + Mik Mkj ;

5

return M 0 ;

1
2
3

We can even apply the Strassen algorithm 2 [130] to further reduce the computation cost.
The standard matrix multiplication takes approximately 2N 3 (where N = 2n ) arithmetic operations including additions and multiplications, and the asymptotic complexity is O(N 3 ).
7

The asymptotic complexity of the Strassen algorithm is O([7 + o(1)]) = O(N lg2 +o(1) ) ≈
O(N 2 .8074)). Based on the result matrix, we can apply our sampling algorithm to derive a
weighted graph upon which community detection, clustering or other social problem algorithms can be run.
The computational cost of Algorithm 3 is O(r ∗ n2 ), where n is the size of network’s
node set |n = V (Gw )| and r is the number of possible worlds which are enumerated.
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Algorithm 3: Sampling Algorithm
input : Sampling parameters  and δ, uncertain graph G
output: Weighted graph Gw

6

According to  and δ, calculate r;
for i = 1; i ≤ r; i + + do
for j = 1; j! = n; j + + do
for j = 1; j! = n; j + + do
0 ! = 0 then
if Mjk
Calculate Endistance(j, k) ∈ G to construct Gw ;

7

return Gw ;

1
2
3
4
5

Table 3.1.
Data
Amazon0302
Amazon0312
Amazon0505
Amazon0601

3.4

Dataset for influence initialization
Nodes
Edges Diameter
(A02) 262111 1234877
29
(A12) 400727 3200440
18
(A05) 410236 3356824
21
(A01) 403394 3387388
21

Experimental Study
In this section,we evaluate our algorithms on the aspects of quality and efficiency. All

the experiments were performed on a desktop computer with Inter(R) Core(TM)2 Quad
CPU 2.83GHz and 4GB RAM. We implemented all the algorithms based on BGL which is a
sub library of Standard Template Library (STL)2 . One typical dataset from SNAP (Stanford
Large Network Dataset Collection) 3 was used. Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the information
of our two datasets. Each row in the tables represent a network snapshot.
In Fig. 3.4, we compute the average degree of each snapshot in the second dataset.
Compare to four different uncertainty generation models (EAD(M1) to EAD(M4)), we can
easily get the expectation of each snapshot, which is very different from the general average
degree. This demonstrate that uncertainty is a very important feature which can effect the
knowledge inherent the network.
We evaluate how our proposed models can depict the dynamic evolvement of a network
2
3

http://www.boost.org
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
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Table 3.2. Gnutella dataset
Data
Nodes Edges
p2p-Gnutella04 (p04) 10876 39994
p2p-Gnutella05 (p05) 8846
31839
p2p-Gnutella06 (p06) 8717
31525
p2p-Gnutella08 (p08) 6301
20777
p2p-Gnutella09 (p09) 8114
26031
p2p-Gnutella24 (p24) 26518 65369
p2p-Gnutella25 (p25) 22687 54705
p2p-Gnutella30 (p30) 36682 88328
p2p-Gnutella31 (p31) 62586 147892

p04
p05
p06
p08
p09
p24
p25
p30
p31
EAD(M1)
EAD(M2)
EAD(M3)
EAD(M4)

7
6

Average Degree

Diameter
9
9
9
9
9
10
11
10
11

5
4
3
2
1
0

Graphs and Models

Figure 3.4. Average degree VS expect degree
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Figure 3.5. Effectiveness of models evaluation

based on history network information. We use the first three network snapshots in Table
7.3 as history information, and employ our M1 and M2 models to generate corresponding
uncertain networks. Fig. 3.4 shows the average degrees of the 4th network snapshot in Table
7.3, the uncertain network generated by M1 and the uncertain network generated by M2.
Apparently, the generated uncertain networks by M1 and M2 are almost in accordance with
the 4th network snapshot. Because the 1st input network snapshot is very different from
the other two, there is a little difference between the generated uncertain networks and the
4th network snapshot. M1 focuses on the overall history, while M2 considers more about the
most recent situation. This is why the uncertain network generated by M2 is more proximate
to the 4th network snapshot.
In Fig. 3.6(a) the different size of networks are selected and the network in Fig. 3.6(b)
is fixed. We configure parameters ( , δ) on different size of networks and compare the
sampling number of possible worlds to show the stability of our algorithm in Fig. 3.6(a).
Next, we evaluate the quality of our sampling algorithm in terms of correctness and
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the size of the sampling space. Base on Theorem 3,  reflects the upper bound of the
difference between the sampling result and the expected result, and δ denotes the relative
error of our sampling result. Fig. 3.6(b) illustrates the different settings of  and δ, and
the resultant sampling number. In possible worlds model, the whole sampling space is 25000
which even cannot be accepted directly by a typical computer. However, even if the user
has an extremely strict requirement of correctness, for example  = 0.005 and δ = 0.005, the
sampling number is 5.98 ∗ 1012 . Eventually, if the sampling number is only 1.4 ∗ 1010 , it still
can be guaranteed that δ is less than 0.08 and  is less than 0.05.

3.5

Summary
The importance of uncertainty in networks has been recognized in many application ar-

eas, such as social networks, wireless networks and PPI networks. In this chapter, we present
a framework for generating uncertain networks based on historical network snapshots. Two
uncertainty construction models are presented to capture uncertainty from dynamic snapshots, and sampling techniques are also employed to improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
To describe the relationship in uncertain networks in a more practical way, 2-hop expectation
distance are adopted to approximate the expected number of common neighbors. Both the
theoretical analysis and our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
proposed methods.
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Chapter 4

DYNAMIC PROBING FOR INFLUENCE

4.1

Introduction
Social influence is the phenomenon that one’s emotions, opinions, or behaviors can

induce his or her friends to behave in a similar way. This phenomenon has become a popular
topic recently due to its unlimited potential in business and marketing [64, 75, 125, 23, 149,
145, 144, 45, 147, 62]. For instance, The Alibaba Group, one of China’s e-commerce giants,
reported that the value of its online transactions during China’s unofficial “Singles’ Day”
holiday had hit $9.3 billion. On the same day in the previous year, the total purchases
through Alibaba was $5.75 billion1 . While in E-commerce environments (also known as one
type of Online Social Networks (OSNs)), strong virtual relationships existing among users
construct the basic structure in modern social life. Substantial commercial opportunities are
coming with lots of social influence based applications. From this aspect, how to maximize
the influence on potential customers is one of the most important keys to open the door of the
unlimited business opportunities, which drives the extensive investigation on the influence
maximization in social networks.
Influence maximization is based on trust among individuals’ within close social circle,
such as families, friends, and co-workers. Word-of-mouth or viral marketing differentiates
itself from other marketing strategies and is widely supported by lots of research and industrial applications. Besides the strategy of distributing promoted samples, maximization of
influence on the social network could also be applied to other similar services not only limited by trial devices but also include marketing for releasing new music (Spotify.com), cloud
computing resource (AWS from Amazon.com), and even financial services (www.usaa.com/)
etc. Companies, such as Spotify, Amazon, or USAA, they mainly promote their new services
1

http://www.nytimes.com/
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through distributing emails with a special offer to solicit new customers. An important issue of these social networks is that they are dynamic and community-based. Applying our
algorithm could help them to find out who are the optimal target groups that the emails or
advertisements should be geared towards.
As one of the most popular research topics in social networks, many existing literatures
focusing on the influence maximization in social networks can be found. For example, [88, 95]
proposed several models to simulate the influence diffusion process. However, influence
maximization in social networks is still an developing problem. Due to the complexity
and diversity of the phenomena, researchers are still facing a lot of challenges concerning
how to analyze and utilize the influence in OSNs. First, OSNs are dynamic networks.
Therefore, the change of network topology directly affects the diffusion of influence. In
addition, almost all of the classical models, such as IC and LT together with their many
derived varieties involving Monte Carlo simulation, which are incredibly resource intensive.
The basic idea of both IC and LT is to find a subset S ∗ ∈ V such that |S ∗ | = k and δ(S ∗ ) =
max{δ(S)||S| = k, S ∈ V }, where the function δ()˙ is the information propagation strategy.
Since the influence maximization problem is unfortunately NP-hard, it is impossible to find
the most influential nodes in a network. It is even more difficult to pursue the optimal
node sets that can maximize the influence in a dynamic social network. Besides all the
other challenges, updating a network to reflect its dynamic nature with time is extremely
resource consuming in large social networks. Therefore, in this chapter, we are interested
in proposing an efficient integrated solution to select the most influential nodes in dynamic
social networks considering the challenges and features of OSNs.
After a comprehensive background research from real OSNs, we summarize the following
facts:
1. First of all, communication is one of the essential and distinctive features of social
networks. Because the nature of a dynamic network concretely comes from each node
in each community, and the final influence effect could also be evaluated by nodes in
each community.
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2. In a whole network, dynamics do not exist in every corner. It mainly comes from
several parts of the network instead. The parts commonly reflect in the unit of a
community.
3. Detecting significant communities which reflect the change of a network and performing
selective updates could save a plenty of computation overhead.
Fig.4.1 shows an example of the influence diffusion in a dynamic social network. The
top figure presents the network at time t = 0; the middle figure describes the changing of
the network at time t = 1; and the bottom figure is the network topology at the end t = 2.
From left to right, the network is divided into three communities. Through the time flow
from top to bottom, we could get that only the two communities (the left and the right
in the dashed line frames) have changed their topology. But the nodes in the middle part
remain unchanged. From this example, we notice that it would be more efficient if we could
identify the two changed communities but ignore the middle community during updating.
Therefore, probing the most active communities to approximate the global evolution of the
network would be a very effective solution. Most existing research surprisingly ignores the
advantages of the community feature. On the other hand, the complexity of solving the
influence maximization problem rapidly increases with the size of the network. Therefore,
finding influential local nodes in each relatively smaller community could be much more
efficient.
It’s worth pointing out that the objective of our work is to track the network’s global
dynamics as well as reducing the cost brought by frequently updating the whole network.
We utilize the “community” instead of “node” as a unit to probe the change of the network
because the community is the basic and natural structure in large networks, which is a
better choice compared with the node. Even though the updating unit is the community,
the changing of nodes and links among nodes in the communities are more commonly the
updating targets. For each iteration, based on our theoretical analysis, when b communities
are selected to be actually updated, the nodes and the links among nodes in the selected
communities are going to be updated. The reason we do not take a node as the unit to
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Figure 4.1. Probing community for dynamic network
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update the network is: from an overall perspective, even the changing of only one node in a
network will only result in several relationships changing. Frequently updating the network
node by node will bring in more redundant costs because of updating their neighbors. On the
other hand, a community will cover several nodes with closer relationships. The observations
in previous results [180] show that most of the dynamics in large networks have some kind
of local effect [120] confirming the advantage of communities over nodes. The local update
of communities could update the dynamic changing within specific areas.
Again, considering the node “Michael” in the left frame, from time t = 0 to t = 2,
“Michael” disappears from the original topology. In this case, we could consider it as node
“Michael” has been excluded from the network at time t = 0, which is the opposite process
of a new node joining. Our algorithm considers the changing of each node within the selected
communities. Both new nodes joining and leaving are considered in the algorithm. Thus,
our algorithm considers the community as a unit to probe the dynamic of networks from a
global sense but the dynamics of nodes is the actual cell being updated.
Although it is not always the case that one influential node in a community corresponds
to an influential node in the whole network, apparently an influential node in one community
has a stronger influence based on its degree and neighbors’ density compared with normal
nodes in the whole network. The remaining challenge is how to fill the gap between the
local influential nodes in a community and the global influential nodes in a social network.
In [150], the authors try to reduce the global computational cost of influence maximization
algorithms by splitting the computation cost to many smaller communities. Inspired by
[150], we take full advantage of the divide-and-conquer strategy with many differences and
improvements. First, the network topology considered in our work is dynamic. Second,
the output of our solution could be the maximal influential node set with a specific time
stamp instead of only one influential node set in a static social network. From this point,
our solution is a superset of [150]. Third, in [150], the considered diffusion speed depends
on a static network topology which is not a general scenario in social networks. Finally, we
propose innovative approaches other than using the traditional straightforward method.
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Our contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We formulate and model the influence maximization problem in a dynamic social network. The model explores the potential of employing a community-based algorithm to
achieve the influence maximization in dynamic OSNs.
2. We propose an effective algorithm by probing only part of communities instead of the
whole network in each time stamp to save computation cost. Meanwhile, we provide
theoretical analysis for the error bound of the influence diffusion under the defined
model.
3. Based on the network structure derived from the dynamic environment, we develop a
community-based dynamic programming algorithm together with multiple optimization techniques of partition and combination processes to mine the influential nodes.
4. Last but not the least, our experimental results on several real data sets show that in
both synthetic and real large networks, our solution clearly improves practicality and
accuracy against several existing algorithms.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the preliminaries and
problem definition. Then we introduce our proposed model with analysis and the algorithm
in Section 4.3. The evaluation results based on synthetic and real data sets are shown in
Section 4.4. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.

4.2

Preliminaries and Problem Definition
We first introduce the probing technique for a dynamic network. The motivation behind

it is that it is almost unrealistic to observe the whole dynamic network at any moment, but
it is much easier to monitor the changes of some parts of the network. Initially, the entire
network can be represented as G = (V, E, W ), where V is the node set, E = V × V is the
edge set, and W is the weight set for edges representing the influence probability among
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users for a given diffusion process. Let C be the set of initially detected communities, C be
one community belongs to set C, and C i be the ith community.
Since the dynamism of networks result in the change of links in each community, we
only consider the node set for a community. Assume there are nC communities in total, then
the union of all C i from C 1 to C nC constitute the whole network. For discrete time sequences
t = {0, 1, . . . , n}, let Gt be the network topology for the corresponding time stamp. Then
G0 is the actual observed one, and the network topology can only be observed by probing
in the rest of time series. Assume budget b equal the number of communities that can be
probed in one time stamp. If b = nC , then the whole network will be updated in this time
stamp. Otherwise, only b communities will be updated in the network to approximate the
actual network topology.
To make the illustration more clear, we will briefly review the classical Independent
Cascade Model for the influence maximization [88]. The diffusion process under the Independent Cascade (IC) model works in discrete time. Initially, all the seeds in set S are
activated, while all the other nodes are inactive. In the next time step, any active node u
in the previous step is given a single chance to activate any of its inactive neighbors with
an independent probability w(u, v) ∈ W . Once a node is activated, it does not change its
status anymore. The influence process continues until the number of activated nodes stops
increasing.
Let δ(S) be an influence function representing the final number of activated nodes in a
network when the initial activated node set is S. The objective is to find the most influential
seed set S with size up to k such that they can maximize δ(S) in Eq.4.1.

S ∗ = arg

max δ(S)

(4.1)

S⊆V,|S|≤k

Since the Linear Threshold (LT ) model has been proved that could be unified with
proper parameter initialization to IC [137], we introduce IC, and all our proposed algorithms
that are equally applicable to LT.
Preliminary Problem: Given the topology of a dynamic network G at time t = 0 and
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Table 4.1. Notation summary
Notation
G = (V, E, W )

Description
A weighted directed graph

V

The node set

E

The edge set

W

The weight set for edges

k

# of influential nodes to be mined

S

The set of initial activated nodes

S∗

The set of final activated nodes

δ(·)

The influence maximization function

C

i

nC
b
w(u, v)
b
E(S)

$(C)
τC

The ith community
The number of communities
The budget to probe communities
The probability on edge (u, v)
The influence function of S
The parameter of probing quality
The bound of probing quality
The percentage parameter for probing
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the changes that can be observed by probing, supposing b is the budget allowed to probe
communities, the problem is how to accurately approximate the “real” network topology
at time t via selectively observing b communities and updating the remaining unselected
communities based on the historical topology information.
Once the updated network topology is obtained, the next target is to maximize the
influence in the network.
Ultimate Problem: Given a dynamic social network G and the probing budget b,
while probing pieces of the network at each time stamp to approximate the change of the
whole network, we aim to find a set S with size k such that δ(S) is maximized under the
specified classical (e.g. IC or LT ) influence diffusion model.

4.3

Model and Algorithm
Based on the problem defined in Section III, the input of our problem is a dynamic

network G. The expected outcome is to approximate the real network change by probing
the change of b communities in the network, and then find up to k seeds which can maximize
the influence considering the dynamics of the social network. Below, we first present an
overview of our partition method based on [178] which prepares communities for our following
probing algorithm. We propose a community partition algorithm in order to further improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of our solution. The influence diffusion among nodes has been
taken into consideration in the community partition process to make it more applicable to
our defined model. The partition algorithm includes three steps. First, we assign unique
community labels from 1 to N = |V | to each node. Second, we compute the influenced
neighbor set for each node based on the IC model. Third, labels are propagated through
the network.
4.3.1

Probing Dynamic Networks

A simple strategy for community-based network update is to randomly choose communities with equal probability and then probe the changes within each community. In this
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case, communities that have not been changed may be selected and communities that have
been changed may not be selected. We may lose accuracy from in-accurate approximation.
A better solution is to accurately find communities that are expected to bring the biggest
change in the network, so that probing the updating of the selected communities can be
b
used to closely estimate the updating of the network. Assume E(S)
evaluates the influence
spread from seed set S in the observed network G after probing the community C. Let Sm
0
be the maximized influence seed set obtained before and after community C has
and Sm
0
been probed, respectively. Since Sm
depends on C, the function could also be written as a
0
b m ) − E(S
b m
)) is, the more meaningful for probing
function of C, i.e., Sm (C)0 . The larger (E(S

a specific C. We expect that the occurrence probability of such difference is no more than
0
b m ) − E(S
b m
. Accordingly, let $(C) be the bound of the difference (E(S
)). The objective

of our probing algorithm is to optimize the approximation of global topology changes by
only probing parts of communities. And for each community C, the maximum bound $(C)
satisfying

0
b m ) − E(S
b m
P [|E(S
)| ≥ $(C)] ≤ 

(4.2)

As we mentioned, computing the expected influence spread for a given seed set is intractable even in a relatively small network. Thus, we employ the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality which provides the method of bounding differences. This method is commonly used in the
analysis of randomized algorithms to estimate  instead of directly calculating the influence
spread.
A heuristic function ∆(C) based on the classical result of Chen [31] is developed:

∆Π (C) = 1 + din (C) − sin (C) − sout (C)
−sout (C)[din (C) − sin (C)]

(4.3)
(4.4)

where Π denotes the currently selected seed set; din (C) is the total in-degree of nodes in
community C; sin (C) and sout (C) are the number of nodes that have already been chosen as
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seeds in Π among the predecessors and successors from community C, respectively. Based
cΠ (C) of each
on this heuristic function, we could calculate the marginal improvement ∆
b Note that, for a community C and a specific node
community C in the observed network G.
u (which could be chosen or not chosen as a seed node), we consider C as chosen if and only
if more than τC percentage of nodes in C have been chosen as seeds. Although the network
is dynamic, the summation of in-degree of nodes in each community should be relatively
t
t
stable, thus the expectation is E[dt+1
in (C)|din (C)] = din (C).

The assumption that in-degree of nodes in each community is relatively stable is based
on our observation and several previous related literatures. Zhuang, Sun et al. [180] adopted
similar assumption for the stainability of a individual node. Our assumption is a relaxed
version of the assumption in [180], we consider the in-degree of nodes in a whole community
is relatively stable, which could also reduce the effect of nodes’ individual changes. In each
time slot, for a specific node, the in-degree is the number of direct link point to that node.
In social networks especially online social networks (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc. ), most
of the links are generated from friendships and interactive communications. Once a link
between two nodes has been build, keeping the link has no extra cost. Furthermore, it is
not common to see the situation that many links directed to one node are removed at the
same time in reality. In some cases, relationships change among the nodes within the same
community may not affect the in-degree of the community. For example, the communication
between A and B changes to A and C (assume user A, B and C are in the same community).
Thus, even though the in-degree of a single node may change, the stability actually will
be increased while rising the horizon from a node to a community. Previous work in [90],
Kumar et. al analyzed users’ behavior from the community-level in [114], they describe the
pattern of users’ behavior in a social networks, and [114] reported the stability of community
structure in social networks. According to their research, the in-degree is one microcosmic
aspect of a community, which should naturally follow the same properties. From empirical
datasets [104] and observations obtained from [114] also demonstrates that networks keep
relative stability in real social networks, which confirm our assumption again. The results
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show the ties among people who are more likely to share opinions (e.g. same race, gender,
or socioeconomic class) decay at a slower rate than ties among persons who are likely to
have different opinions. For the link of influence, the ties are much more stable in the social
scenario. Therefore, we believe that the stability of the in-degree in a community of a social
network is a reasonable assumption.
t
Suppose the latest update of the network is at time tδ , and |dt+1
in − din | < tδ . Applying

the Azuma-Hoeffding inequality for martingale, we have
−z 2

t+tδ
P (din
(C) − dtin (C) ≥ z) ≤ e 2tδ

(4.5)

Because din is sub-martingale, symmetrically

−z 2

t+tδ
P (din
(C) − dtin (C) ≤ −z) ≤ e 2tδ

(4.6)

With Eq.4.5 and Eq.4.6, by applying the union bound, we have

−z 2

t+tδ
P (|din
(C) − dtin (C)| ≤ −z) ≤ e 2tδ

Let the probability in Eq.4.7 to be bounded by . We have e

(4.7)
−z 2
2tδ

=, then z =

√

−2tδ ln .

0
If we probe C ∈ Sm , and find that dc
in (C) is still higher than arg maxC 0 ∈S
/ m din (C ),
0
then the performance gap will be 0; otherwise C will not be included by Sm
(C) and
0
Ċ = arg maxC 0 ∈S
/ m din (C ) will be included. Thus, the difference before and after prob-

c
ing C would be min{0, dc
in (Ċ) − din (C)} if C ∈ Sm , and min{0, din (C) − din (C̈)} where
00
C̈ = arg minC 00 ∈Sm dc
/ Sm .
in (C ) if C ∈
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Thus, the value of function $(C) is

 min{0, dc
if C ∈
/ Sm
in (C) − z − minĊ∈S din (Ċ)}
 min{0, max
c
C̈ ∈S
/ din (C̈) − din (C) + z} if C ∈ Sm

(4.8)

Based on the estimation of $(C), Algorithm 4 is proposed to update a dynamic network
by probing the change of several important communities within the network. In Algorithm
4, the initialization has been shown in line 1. The probing process is an iteratively repeated
process as shown from lines 2 to 21, where Lines 4 to 15 show one iteration. Lines 17 to 21
t
update and print the result set Sm
of time t, which will be discussed in more detail in the

next section. The overall complexity of Algorithm 4 is t ∗ (O(bnC ) + O(IM )) where O(IM )
is the cost of influence maximization.
4.3.2

Influence Maximization in Communities

We first briefly give the algorithm of community detection. Our community detection
algorithm is based on the classical algorithm proposed in [117]. The main idea is assigning
a unique community label from 1 to |V |, where |V | is the number of nodes. Then the
algorithm performs the label propagation among a node and its neighbors based on the IC
model. At each iteration of the label propagation, the community detection algorithm assigns
the community label for a node v based on the labels of its neighbors that are influenced by
v. The algorithm stops until we go through the dynamic time slot.
One straightforward method can be used to find the top-k influential nodes is to obtain
the top-k influential nodes in each community locally then find the global k nodes based on
the local results. However, this approach results in high computation cost, most of which is
mainly caused by the repeated computation of local communities. For example, we have nC
communities and if we find top-k nodes in each community by a naive algorithm, before we
obtain the final result, we need to generate at least nC × k candidates. But the final result
only contains k nodes. That is, the calculation of the other nC × k − k nodes is a waste
if skipping any of them does not influence the final result. More local results also involves
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Algorithm 4: Probing algorithm
Input: network G, budget b, time t, threshold 
t
at t ∈ T
Output: Seed set Sm
b
1 Initialize G = G; ∀tδ = 0;
2 for t ∈ T do
3
∀C ∈ V , tδ = tδ + 1;
4
for i = 1 to b do
5
Sm = k nodes with maximum dˆin (C);
ˆ
6
dˆmax = maxC ∈S
/ m din (C);
7
dˆmin = minĊ∈Sm dˆin (Ċ);
8
for C ∈ V√ do
9
zC = −2tδ ln 
10
if C ∈ Sm then
11
min{0, dˆin (C) − z − minĊ∈S din (Ċ)}
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

else
min{0, maxC̈ ∈S
/ dˆin (C̈) −din (C) + z}
C ∗ = arg maxC∈V {$(C)}
Probe C ∗ in Gt and update Ĝ
// Community-based algorithm in the next section
for i = 1 to k do
C ∗ = arg maxC∈V §tm ∆Πˆ(C)
t
t
t
Sm
= Sm
∪ C ∩ Sm
ˆ Π (C)
Update ∆
t
return Sm
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more operations in further filtrating.
To reduce the cost, we utilize the dynamic programming to find communities that could
provide the global kth influential nodes. Wang et. al. [150] proposed an algorithm named
CGA which provides a solution to do the influence maximization based on communities.
However, their algorithm cannot be directly employed in dynamic networks. Furthermore,
the community detection algorithm used in [150] prevents overlap of communities in the
network, which is not practical in reality. Compared with CGA, our algorithm has the
following improvements: (1) A more practical community detection algorithm which allows
community overlap has been proposed. The detailed algorithm is ignored due to space
limitation. The main idea is based on the algorithm proposed in [171] which divides a network
according to the structure similarities. (2) Allowance of overlap means that some nodes can
participate in different communities. We build a max-heap to store all the intermediate
results, which guarantees the worst adjustment time cost is limited within O(n log n). Based
on how much enhancement of influence derived from each node, the algorithm ranks nodes
with time. (3) CGA utilizes the diffusion speed to measure the speed of influence. In practice,
the speed of influence in a social network is based on the distance of connection among users,
which should be measured by the number of minimum hops or the activated nodes on the
connected path. Different from CGA, our probing algorithm takes the update of a whole
network into account but ignores the calculation of the diffusion speed.
Dynamic programming gives us a way to obtain results through iterations by keeping
∗
intermediate results in a table. Let Si−1
be the set of influence nodes obtained in the

(i − 1th ) step through the influence maximization process. If we find the ith influential node
in community C l , denote the maximal increase as 4δl , then we have
∗
∗
4δl = arg max{δl (Si−1
∩ vj ), δl (Si−1
)|vj ∈ C l }

(4.9)

The notation vj represents a new node added to the objective function which belongs to
community C l , and ∆δl is the local influence increment brought by vj ’s joining. It is worth
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mentioning that the influence in Eq.4.9 is computed only in local community C l rather than
the whole network, which is pretty fast in practice. To evaluate which community is a
better choice, the influence increment on one community is used as the measurement. The
community which brings the largest increment will be the best candidate to find the ith
influential node.
Let S[l, i] denote the total influence of finding ith influential node in the first l communities, where l ∈ [1, nC ], i ∈ [1, k], δ[l, 0] = 0, and δ[0, i] = 0.

δ[l, i] = arg max{δ[l − 1, i], δ[nC , i − 1] + 4δl }

(4.10)

Eq.4.10 is a typical dynamic programming process. When we find the ith influential node,
if the influence function δ(·) has higher value in the first l − 1 communities than in the l
communities, we mine it from the first l − 1 communities. Otherwise, we mine it from the
previous l communities.
Algorithm 5 shows the process of finding the top k influential nodes in a network after
probing the dynamic of our solution. Lines 1 and 2 show the initialization. In the loop (lines
3 to 17), according to the equation, lines 3 to 14 shows the process of maintaining a heap
H and storing all the information and the influence incremental value of the tested nodes.
After sorting the result in each community, line 17 outputs the final result. The complexity of
Algorithm 5 is O(|L|k 2 ). Since k generally is much smaller than nodes number n, Algorithm
5 is almost a linear algorithm except line 16. Our algorithm limits the calculation of influence
maximization within each community, which could speed it up compared with global network
computing.

4.4

Experimental Study
To evaluate the performance of our proposed approaches, we test our algorithms on

synthetic data based on well-studied models as well as real social networks. To test the
effects of network size, topology, and dynamics on our proposed solution, we generate some
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Algorithm 5: Community-based dynamic algorithm
Input: network G, size of result k
Output: Top influential node set with size k
1 Initialize communities to L with nl = |L|, and all δ[l, 0] = 0;
2 δ[0, k] = 0, heap H = null, result Rl,k = null;
3 for i = 1 to k do
4
for l < nl do
∗
∗
)|vj ∈ C l }
∩ vj ), δl (Si−1
5
4δl = arg max{δl (Si−1
6
δ[l, i] = arg max{δ[l − 1, i], δ[nC , i − 1] + 4δl };
7
if δ[l − 1, i] ≥ δ[L, i − 1] + 4δl then
8
Rl,i = Rl−1,i ;
9
Update the heap H for all tested nodes;
10
// Mine the ith influential node from first l − 1 communities;
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

else
Rl,i = l;
Update the heap H for all tested nodes;
// Mine the ith influential node from the mth community;
for i = 1 to k do
According to Rl,k , calculate the most influential nodes in each community by
IM algorithm [137];
return k influential nodes
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Network model
Syn-SmallWord(S)
Syn-SmallWord(L)
Syn-Kronecker(S)
Syn-Kronecker(L)

Table 4.2. Details of synthetic data
Nodes
Edges
Communities #
2,000
13,657
15
50,000
468,391
36
2,000
21,062
17
50,000
723,276
41

synthetic dynamic networks. Two different models - Small-world graph and Kronecker graph
models are applied to generate networks. Besides generated networks, real social networks
are also used to verify the performance of our proposed solution.
4.4.1

Data and Observations

Data from Synthetic Generated Social Networks
Small-world graphs: the small-world network model is a very classical model following
the small-world features according to “small-world” [151]. This model is referred as SynSmallWord.
Kronecker graphs: this generative model proposed in [96] generates a network in a
natural way. The networks grow from 5 initial nodes and then Kronecker idea is repeatedly
apply to expand the network. This model is referred as Syn-Kronecker.
Based on the initial networks generated from the above models, we dynamically change
each network based on the idea proposed in [9]. Since we have multiple synthetic networks
in the experiments, the average summary of 10 networks’ statistic features has been used
instead. As shown in Table 7.2, we generate two scales (small (S) and large (L)) of networks
for both models with time stamp length of 50 and 100, respectively.
Data from Real Social Networks
Epinions is a Who-trust-whom network, where nodes are users using their services and
an edge from node u to another node v means u has influence on v (u is trusted by v). This
network includes 75, 879 nodes and 508, 837 edges.
Slashdot is a technology-related news network which features user-submitted and editor-
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evaluated contents. This network includes 77, 360 nodes and 905, 468 edges. Both Epinions
and Slashdot are obtained from SNAP 2 .
Twitter is one of the most notable micro-blogging service provider 3 . Twitter users
can publish tweets (with a limited length of 140 characters). We use the dataset obtained
from [79]. The subnetwork includes 112, 044 nodes (users of Twitter), and 468, 238 edges
(following relationships) and 2, 409, 768 tweets posted by the selected users.
Inventor is a network of inventors (extracted from USPTO 4 ) obtained from [132]. The
edges in this network represent the co-inventing relationship. The Inventor network consists
of 2, 445, 351 nodes and 5, 841, 940 edges.
Our work aims at probing partial communities in dynamic networks to maximize the
influence from a global scale. All the above data sets are from real static networks. Based on
those data sets, dynamic networks are derived from randomly select nodes and communities.
Particularly, the Amazon co-purchase network’s which is a network with real dynamic
observations that had been used to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithm.
Amazon Dynamic Networks is based on the Customers Who Bought This Item Also
Bought feature of the Amazon website. The four data sets are from March to May in 2003.
There is a directed edge from product i to product j if i is frequently co-purchased with j
[95].
Shown in Fig.4.2 is the average degree of all the 8 real data sets we have used. Most
research literatures assume that the probabilities or the weights on edges and the thresholds
are given as the input. However, as pointed out in [49], learning those probabilities and
thresholds has remained a non-trivial problem. Therefore, we use the learning algorithms
proposed in [122] to achieve the balance between complexity and practicability to the raw
input data for all the synthetic generated and real networks. For the Amazon data sets, as
shown in Table 7.3, since they are a series of snapshots from the network, we generate the real
influence spreading trend by comparing our model with the real learning algorithm proposed
2

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
http://www.twitter.com
4
http://www.uspto.gov/
3
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Figure 4.2. Average degree of the real data sets
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Table 4.3. Amazon dynamic dataset
Data Set
Nodes
Edges
Amazon0302 (A1) 262,111
1,234,877
Amazon0312 (A2) 400,727
3,200,440
Amazon0505 (A3) 410,236
3,356,824
Amazon0601 (A4) 403,394
3,387,388

Diameter
29
18
21
21

in [50] which initially treats the data as the user log then solves the influence maximization.
The probability is learned from the networks in the previous position. That is, the
probability of the second network comes from the first one, and the probability of the last
network is generated from the first three network snapshots through the linear prediction.
4.4.2

Algorithm Evaluation

In both synthetic generated and real networks, we evaluate algorithms proposed in
Section 4.3 based on the classical approach introduced in [178]. Several optimizations are
used to partition a network. The community detection is a pre-process for all the data.
Communities are detected by initially assigning each node with a unique label and adopting
the label step by step for most of its current neighbors. In this case, iteratively, the most
densely connected groups will be grouped into a community. The result is shown in Fig.4.3,
from which we can see that as the network size increases, the number of communities increases
accordingly.
All the codes are implemented in Python 2.7 based on the latest version of Snap.py 5 ,
and all experiments are performed on a PC running Windows 10 with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i3-2120 CPU 3.30GHz and 12GB memory.
We first evaluate the probing algorithm, then test the overall efficiency. Comparisons
are conducted with the following algorithms.
• Random Nodes Probing (RandNodes). Randomly choose b ∗ |C| nodes, where |C| is
the average community size in the network, and then probe communities with uniform
5

Python interface for SNAP
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Figure 4.4. Results of the probing algorithm with b = 2
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Figure 4.5. Results of the probing algorithm with b = 10
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probability at each time stamp.
• Random Community Probing (RandComm). Randomly choose b communities and
probe with uniform probability at each time stamp.
• Maximum Gap Probing (MaxG). This algorithm is proposed in [180]. Choose b ∗ |C|
nodes according to their algorithm.
• Optimized Communities Probing (OptComm). This is our algorithm introduced in
Section 4.3. Probe b communities per time stamp.
• Global updating the whole network (OptWhole). This is the optimal benchmark of
updating a whole network in each time stamp.
We compare all the algorithms from the aspects of effectiveness and efficiency. In order
to be more reasonable, we calculate the influence expectation based on the uniform algorithm
proposed in [30]. Later in this section, we will show the advantages of our integral solution.
We evaluate the performance of our probing algorithm on the synthetic networks by time
stamp. Fig.4.4 and Fig.4.5 show the results of 4 different synthetic networks with different
probing budget b. We can see that as b increases, the beginning increments of influenced
nodes are sharper, then they go to a gentle slope. With more time stamps consumed, the
algorithm could probe more accurate structure and property of a network, then more nodes
are influenced through the algorithm.
We divide our data into two groups: normal size group (Epinions and Slashdot) and
large size group (Twitter and Inventor). With budget b = 5, Fig.4.6 and Fig.4.7 show the
number of influenced nodes and the running time, respectively.
Consider the number of the influenced nodes in 5 different algorithms, our OptComm
is as good as MaxG and approaches to the performance of the optimal algorithm OptWhole.
From the result, MaxG is a little bit better than our OptComm. That is because their
algorithm considers a node as a unit. It finds the most active node and probe it. While, our
algorithm considers a community as a unit to reduce computational cost which may miss the
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Figure 4.6. Number of influenced nodes in the probing algorithm
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Figure 4.7. Running time of the probing algorithm
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Figure 4.8. Number of influenced nodes in the probing algorithm
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Figure 4.9. Running time of the probing algorithm
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Figure 4.11. Running time comparison with different number of communities
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most active node. OptComm takes the advantage of considering community as an unit which
partly save computational cost of probing nodes within the same community. This strategy
could calculate a more accurate influence within the same community especially when the
community structure is sparse. This is the situation of MaxG and OptComm in the Inventor
network. Inventor has 120 communities compare to 82 communities of Twitter. At the same
time, as shown in Fig. 4.2, Inventor has the smallest average degree 2.38 compared with
10.75 of Twitter.
The average degree of Twitter (10.75) is much higher than Inventor (2.38). According
to the results in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9, the running time of OptComm is much better than
MaxG in Twitter compared to Inventor. We can easily find out that the difference of the two
network that the number of influenced nodes in Twitter is much higher than Inventor. This
is resulted of different sparseness of different networks. Therefore, with the same probing
budget, for a sparse network, algorithm OptComm could update the network more accurate
and achieve better performance.
The advantage of our OptComm is when we take a community as probing unit, although
the community has |C| nodes, the real number of nodes needed to be updated is fewer
than |C| because most nodes in a community have strong connections with each other,
and most connections may have already been updated through previous operations. Even
more distinct, as shown in Fig.4.7, benefitting from our community-based probing algorithm,
our OptComm is much faster than MaxG, and even close to the random algorithms. The
two random selection approaches are approximately the same, but the community based
algorithm has a better performance which verifies that influence diffusion is community
orientated. Both observations state that Inventor is a very sparse network, which further
confirm the advantage of algorithm OptComm. OptComm is only a litter bit better than
MaxG as shown in Fig.4.8.
We apply our algorithm to larger size networks. Results are shown in Fig.4.8 and
Fig.4.9. Contrasting with Fig.4.6 and Fig.4.7, the larger the data size, the advantage of
the community-based probing algorithm is more obvious. Especially, Fig.4.9 shows that the
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Figure 4.12. Effect of budget b

running time of our algorithm is only 2827ms which is 26.3% of the OptWhole and better
than MaxG’s running time. Considering the overall performance of our solution, the running
time as presented in Fig. 4.7, OptComm is much better than MaxG, and this result further
verified our model and algorithm.
We separate the running time into two parts in order to demonstrate the advantage
of our algorithm more clear. In the first step, our probing algorithm takes advantage of
community probing which is comparable to node-based probing on both accuracy and efficiency. In the second step, based on the community based probing algorithm, we maximize
the influence from local to global. The dynamic programming technique allow us to take
full advantage of efficiency and achieve our contribution. Fig. 4.13 shows the total running
time, from which we can see that our OptComm is significantly better than MaxG.
The budget b is the parameter that balance the degree of dynamic approximation and
the computational cost. Larger budget b gives more accurate approximation results. If
budget b is equal to the total number of communities in the network, the algorithm could
obtain the real update to the dynamics of the whole network.
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As shown in Fig.4.12, more nodes are influenced as b increases. But as we increase
the budget to a relatively large level such as 9 to 11, the more communities we probe, the
marginal increment of influenced nodes is decreasing. This is because when the budget is
large enough, more inactive communities will be tested which could not contribute much
to the final result due to their inactivity. On the other hand, the diminishing of marginal
utility once again verifies that it is not necessary to update the whole network with massive
cost. At the same time, larger budget of probing results in higher computational cost. Our
probing solution is targeted at saving the computational cost. It is not very meaningful to
use an enormous budget. In the experiment section, we test the performance of different
budget b in different data sets.
From the real data experiment result, budget b from 3% to 5% of the total communities
could achieve the best balance between efficiency and computation overhead. Therefore, in
our evaluation section, budget b = 5 is used in most of experiments, which is a typical value
we have tested. Other budget also follows the similar trend.
According to our analysis and experiment results, the most important factor of the
probing cost is the budget b. Different topology will affect the community structure, but
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has no effect the probing cost significantly. To proof this, we changed the setting of the
community detection algorithm to obtain different community detection results. Besides our
default community detection result of 76 communities, we got another 5 different scale of
community detection results as 12, 38, 59, 96, and 130, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4.10,
as well as the increase number of communities, the number of influenced nodes is changing
fluctuated.
In order to further investigate how the community was affecting our algorithm cost,
we also compared the cost of different community scales as shown in Fig. 4.11. The real
experiment result shows that when the number of communities is very small which implies
that each community is very large, the cost of probing is increased while the benefit of
community probing is decreased, but the trend is kept in a relative smooth way. In contrast,
when the number of communities is increasing, the cost is also increasing since very small
communities are generated in the network. Another reason for the increase of cost is when we
have more communities, we need probing and compute more communities during both steps
in our solution. From the result, we can determine that the most important factor on probing
cost is how many nodes we need to probe in total but not the number of communities. As we
have tested, with the same number of nodes, investigating nodes by community can boost
the efficiency of the whole algorithm. Even though, from both Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11, the
change of experimental results are still kept in a relatively small range (for influenced nodes
from 1300 to 1500 and for running time from 2500ms to 3500ms). This result states that
the community structure does not have a strong effect on our algorithm. But other concerns
such as probing techniques and dynamic programming algorithm do affect the final result.
In the end, we apply Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5 with probing budget b = 5 and
k = 50 as an integral solution to evaluate the performance towards the Amazon data. As
shown in Fig.4.13, our running time is around 1/3 of MaxG’s and less than 10% of the
OptWhole’s.
Overall, The proposed probing and dynamic programming algorithms as an integral
solution shows its outstanding performance regardless of random heuristic strategy or up-
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to-date techniques. In particular, the algorithms could be well employed to networks in a
larger size, which indicates its high practicality and scalability.

4.5

Summary
In this work, we propose a practical dynamic network probing framework to explore the

real changes of networks. The probing framework takes the community as a unit, updates
network topology by only probing b communities instead of searching the entire network.
Besides, we propose a divide-and-conquer strategy to apply the dynamic programming technique to community-based influence maximization. The comprehensive experiment results
show that our model can achieve comparable influence diffusion performance compared to
the node-based probing algorithm, while having a much better computation cost, efficiency
and more applicable to large scale networks.
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Chapter 5

BROADEN THE INFLUENCE PROPAGATION

5.1

Introduction
Each month, more than 1.3 billion users are active on Facebook, and 190 million unique

visitors are active on Twitter. Furthermore, 48% of 18-34 year old Facebook users check their
online personal web pages when they wake up, and 98% of 18-24 year old people are involved
in at least one kind of social media1 . Since customers are the most important foundation of
business, Online Social Networks (OSNs) have become one of the most effective and efficient
solutions for marketing and advertising. But there is still no specific answer for how to
handle and utilize data from OSNs. The development of OSNs and the resultant of a huge
volume of data bring both opportunities and computation challenges.
Influence maximization, as one of the most popular topics in OSNs, attracts a lot
of interest recently. Several models have been proposed in literatures [88, 95] to model
influence diffusion. However, because of the complexity and diversity of social phenomenon,
many important features have been ignored, resulting the practical influence diffusion is still
not well modeled. We are facing a lot of challenges such as timeliness, acceptance ratio
and breadth while analyzing and maximizing influence in OSNs. Timeliness refers to the
phenomena that the effect of influence would decay with time; acceptance ratio measures
the percentage of influence which gets a response; and influence breadth aims at maximizing
influence not only by having more users, but also by achieving a broader user distribution
in reality.
In the viral marketing and media domain, it is very common that many limited-time
promotions and immediacy news exist where the influence and spreading of them decay
with time. During the process of advertisement promotion or marketing strategies, the fact
1

http://www.statisticbrain.com/facebook-statistics/
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that a message could be passed on to someone never means the message could be accepted
by the receivers (acceptance means the receivers take actions or response to the message).
Therefore, receiving and accepting would be two procedures of influence. From this point
of view, taking the acceptance ratio into account for influence would make the model more
practical than the traditional naive way. The expectation of the influence model traditionally
formulated is considered as the depth of influence. Another important issue is how broad
area the influence could be from the selected source seeds: the breadth of influence. Breadth
relies not only on the number of influenced nodes, but also on the size of the area that could
be covered by the influenced nodes. Surprisingly, although most researchers consider the
path or routing of influence spreading based on network structure, as far as we know, there
is not any existing work considering the range (breadth) of the influence yet. Therefore, the
question appears: which one is more important for influence maximization? influence more
users in depth

2

or breadth?

Let us take a conventional social network activity as an example to discuss influence
diffusion in daily life. Assume there is one user on Facebook sharing a new song or movie.
This action results in an influence diffusion process. That is, friends or followers of the
action initiator will have similar behaviors - be influenced. Considering one instance, user
Mike posts a new status “I got a new iPhone 6 plus from Apple Store with student promotion.
It is awesome!” with pictures on Facebook. All of Mike’s friends and followers will get this
information from their Facebook’s news feed or related search results. For timeliness, the
effect of this influence will be weakened as time goes on. For acceptance ratio, obviously not
all the neighbors who see the post will forward it, although some of Mike’s friends might have
already been influenced and begun to take next step to purchase an iPhone, but some of his
friends might have simply ignored this post. We consider the receiving of that post as the first
step of influence, and all the users having a friend relationship with Mike have a probability
to receive this influence. But only the neighbors who comment, forward this status, or take
2

depth might result in “rendezvous problem”, which is a term from mathematics to state the overcrowded
of seeds selection
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response action regarding this post could be considered as accepting the influence, which
is the second step of the influence. For the breadth of influence, one possibility is a lot of
Mike’s friends are studying at the same department of the same university. If we evaluate
the influence ability of Mike in the whole social network, he might not be as good as another
user Michael, who has fewer friends studying in many different universities. Compared with
Mike, Michael has a good chance to pass the influence much more broader than Mike. Thus,
all the three aforementioned factors we mentioned above should be taken into account.
Additionally, how to evaluate influence in OSNs is still an open problem. Although
several models have been proposed to evaluate, influence by analyzing the history logs [49]
or learning users’ behaviors [163], there is still few literatures considering the impact between
users in a timeliness model with respect to the influence decaying process and the optimistic
selection for a better acceptance ratio. Therefore, different from the most traditional influence models which only focus on the simple traditional influence expectation result or the
efficiency of the algorithm [31, 52, 131], we deal with influence maximization from a much
more practical and comprehensive perspective.
In this chapter, we address the problem of identifying the node set which maximizes
influence in practical social networks. Our model incorporates influence decay function, opportunistic selection and broader maximization accommodating to three factors: timeliness,
acceptance ratio and breadth. More specifically, our contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We formulate the problem of influence maximization with opportunistic selection in a
timeliness model ICOT. The model incorporates the timeliness feature and considers
the decaying of influence diffusion.
2. We propose opportunistic selection to deal with the acceptance ratio which represents
the real reception of influence transmission in practice.
3. We show the NP-hardness of the problem together with the monotone and submodular
properties of the object function. Our model is generalizable to other influence maximization problem by using a different influence diffusion model. The analysis result
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shows that the classical models (e.g. IC ) are special cases of our model.
4. Considering the coverage of influence diffusion, we take the first step to explore the
relationship between the breadth and depth of influence and propose the model BICOT.
Specifically, in the extended version of our model, we use the number of communities
to measure the breadth of the influence, which is novel.
5. The experiment results on several real data sets show that our solution can significantly
improve the practicability and accuracy against several baseline methods. Especially
on the aspect of influence spreading range.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the preliminaries and
problem definition, then we introduce our model with analysis and the algorithm in Section
5.3. The evaluation results based on real and synthetic data sets are shown in Section 5.4.
Section 5.5 concludes the chapter.

5.2

Preliminaries and Problem Definition
Kempe et al. [88] formulated the influence maximization problem as a discrete opti-

mization problem: given a network with a node influence probability (weight) on each edge,
a node set with a fixed size is initially activated as seeds and these seeds begin to influence
other nodes under a certain model. The objective is to find the optimal node set which could
maximize the expected number of final active nodes. Formally, we can model a network as
a directed graph N = (V, E, W ) where V , E, W represents the vertices, edges, and weights,
respectively. Let function δ(·) be the expected number of active nodes at the end of the
influence process. Out purpose is to identify a seed set S of size up to k which devote such
S which can maximize δ(S). Denote such S as:
S ? = arg

max δIC (S)

S⊆V,|S|≤k

(5.1)
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Table 5.1. Notations adopted in sections
Notation

Description

G

A weighted directed graph

V

The vertices set

E

The edge set

W

The weights set on edges

O

The opportunistic acceptance ratio set

k

The number of influential nodes to be mined

S

The set of influential nodes

τ

The influence decaying ratio

dτ (t)

The decrease ratio of influence at time t

fo (·)
T˜o

The information diffusion ratio for current step
Threshold of opportunistic selection ratio

δICOT (·)

The objective function for ICOT model

δBICOT (·)

The objective function for BICOT model

PC (v)
i(v)
ϕ

The percentage of communities node v influenced
The initialize PageRank score for node v
Tradeoff parameter for depth and breadth
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Figure 5.1. Models of social influence

The diffusion process under the Independent Cascade (IC ) model works in discrete time
t0 , t1 , t2 , . . . . Initially, all the seeds in set S are activated at t0 , while all the other nodes are
inactive. As the process continues to time ti (i > 0), any active u in the prior time ti−1 is
given a single chance to active any of its currently inactivate neighbors with independent
probability w(u, v) ∈ W . Once a node is activated, it stays and will not change status any
more. The stochastic process iteratively continues until no new activated node appears.
The general idea behind IC is to measure the influence ability by the number of activated
nodes. It targets at finding the optimal seed set which can maximize the global influence in
the network. As mentioned in Section 5.1, in practice, the influence diffusion process has to
face opportunistic selection and time decay. Thus, function δ(·) should also be improved to
adapt to the reality.
We first extend the IC model to a dynamic network with time decay and opportunistic
selection, then we propose a utility function to measure influence breadth.
Formally, we introduce our ICOT (IC model with Opportunistic selection and Time
decay) model. We define δICOT : 2V → R as the objective function such that δICOT (S) with
S ⊆ V is the final expected number of activated nodes under ICOT model.
S † = arg

max δICOT (S, o, τ )

(5.2)

S⊆V,|S|≤k

where o is the opportunistic acceptance ratio set controlling the acceptance of influence, and
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τ is the influence decaying ratio controlling the decaying process as time goes on.
The influence maximization problem with opportunistic selection under the ICOT model is the problem of finding the optimal seed set S with at most k seeds such that the expected
number of activated nodes is maximized.
The extended version of ICOT is BICOT (Broadly influence maximization problem
under the ICOT model). Different from IC which only maximizes the influence expectation
in depth, BICOT considers both depth and breadth of influence. We will provide more
properties and details of this model in the next section.
S ‡ = arg

max δBICOT (S, o, τ, ϕ)

(5.3)

S⊆V,|S|≤k

where ϕ is the parameter leveraging depth and breadth of influence.
As a summary, the two proposed models could be formulized as follows. Let M be the
influence model. Our purpose is to find the optimal node set such that:
S § = arg

max δM (·)

(5.4)

S⊆V,|S|≤k

Problem Statement:
Input: Directed graph G, parameters (τ and T˜o for ICOT or α, β, , τ , T˜o , and ϕ for
BICOT ), influence model type M (ICOT or BICOT ).
Output: Optimal seed set S § which maximizes influence in G under M .

5.3

Model Analysis and Algorithm
This section introduces the details and properties of the ICOT model and the BICOT

model.
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5.3.1

Model Analysis

We model a social network as a directed graph G = (V, E, W, O). We may learn the
influence probability weight w(u, v) ∈ W on each edge from practice initially. O denotes the
set of opportunistic acceptance ratio functions where fo (u, v) ∈ O represents an independent
probability indicating whether the target could accept the influence or not (in this chapter
we use the same weight w(u, v) as an example, fo (u, v) could also be learned according
to further information related to real data). dτ (t) is a decaying function representing the
decrease of influence, where t is the beginning time when only the selected seeds turn active,
tcurrent is the current time, and τ is the decaying coefficient.

dτ (t) =

tcurrent − t
τ

(5.5)

In ICOT, due to time decay and influence decrease, for each step of influence diffusion, an
opportunistic acceptance function fo (·) is designed to model the latest step of the information
diffusion with continues time decaying.

fo (u, v) = w(u, v)dτ (t)

(5.6)

The acceptance ratio between nodes u and v denoted by fo (u, v) is an independent
probability different from w(u, v). In ICOT, the probability that u’s influence reaches v
is measured by w(u, v), the opportunity whether v accepts this influence or not is decided
by both w(u, v) and fo (u, v). Furthermore, the final objective function is also improved to
δICOT (·) which includes the weight all the active nodes try to influence their neighbors at the
end (all the neighbors of the active nodes in the last step) with acceptance ratio greater or
equal to threshold T˜o . Those nodes will also be marked as activated according to our case
study in Section 5.1.
Fig. 5.1 shows an example of influence diffusion under the ICOT model. The shaded
circle represents an activated node, a blank circle represents an inactivated node, solid line
represents an influence attempt with probability w(u, v)fo (u, v), and a dash line changes to
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a solid line only when the start node becomes active. Node va,td denotes the status of va in
the diffusion time slot td . As shown in the example, at the beginning time ti , only node u
is active and all the links from u to its neighbors indicate the chance (attempt) of influence
(solid line) from u to other nodes (e.g. v1 , v2 , and v3 ). If v1 , v2 , and v3 could be influenced
(received (w(u, v)) and accepted (fo (u, v)) the influence) successfully, their status will change
to activate and they continue to influence others in the next step as shown by the dashed
link from them. At time ti+1 , nodes v1 and v2 are influenced successfully by u, but node v3
is not. Because link (u, v3 ) is the only link between u and v3 , and v3 does not receive the
influence from u by w(u, v3 ) successfully. u will not try to influence v3 by w(u, v3 ) anymore
but will attempt to influence v3 by fo (u, v3 ) again at the end of the diffusion.
Several possibilities could be considered in mapping the decay and opportunistic selection into ICOT in practice. As mentioned above, user Mike’s promotion on Facebook
for his new iPhone 6 will diffuse to all his followers, but whether and when they can be
influenced and when and whether they would continue to pass this information to others are
uncertain events. The decay and the opportunistic receiving selection phenomenon are very
common in our daily life. Therefore, the model considers influence from both the receiving
and accepting aspects is critical to capture the natural characteristics of influence diffusion
in practice.
Theorem 1: The Influence Maximization Problem under the ICOT model is
NP-hard.
Proof: The original influence maximization problem for the IC model is NPhard. The IC model is a special case of the ICOT model with opportunistic acceptance ratio
being constant 1 (without the effect of decaying function), and the threshold of opportunistic
selection for the final step being constant 0. This leads to the hardness result of Theorem 1.
There are two choices: designing a heuristic algorithm which has no theoretical performance guarantee or an approximation algorithm with nice approximation ratio which can
guarantee the solution results. Since influence maximization has been widely employed in
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OSNs, a solution results in real cost. Thus, a better accuracy leads to a better profit for a
company entity. In this chapter, we try to find a solution with a theoretical guarantee and
incorporate various optimization strategies to improve efficiency.
Given function δ(·) : 2V → R, the function is monotone iff δ(S1 ) ≤ δ(S2 ) whenever
S1 ⊆ S2 . Also, function δ(·) is submodular iff δ(S1 + x) − δ(S1 ) ≥ δ(S2 + x) − δ(S2 ) whenever
S1 ⊆ S2 ⊂ V and x ∈ V \ S2 where V is the set of the vertices.
As shown in [88], IC model is monotone and submodular which allows us to develop
a hill-climbing-style greedy algorithm to achieve (1 − 1/e − ) approximation ratio. Since
the IC model is a special case of our ICOT model, the objective function of ICOT can also
satisfy both monotonicity and submodularity.



Theorem 2: Influence function δICOT (·) is monotone and submodular under the
ICOT model.
Proof: We use the “possible worlds” semantic to prove the theorem. As shown
in Fig. 5.2, the top graph < v1 , u, v2 > is a small fragment of the whole network (we
use G to denote this uncertain graph fragment) and the four graph instances are possible
world semantics generated from G. For each possible world instance, based on the weight
on each edge, each instance with different generation probability could be presented as a
corresponding determined graph. All the possible world instances are generated by a cascade
process. We could directly assume that before the cascade process starts, the outcomes for
all the opportunistic selection and time decaying process have already been determined. For
each possible world Wx , the existing probability is

P (G ⇒ Wx ) =

Y
e∈E(Wx )

p(e)

Y

(1 − p(e))

(5.7)

e∈E(G))\E(Wx )

Specifically, each cascade step could be viewed as an individual coin-flip event with
probability fo (u, v) which determines if u will influence v at the corresponding time t successfully or not. Since all coin-flip events are independent, a determined set of the coin-flip
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events could be mapped to a possible world Wx . Assume there is an edge (u, v) in Wx ,
under the traditional IC model, without opportunistic selection and time decaying, u could
directly reach v via one hop with probability 1. In the ICOT model, to be more practical
and accurate, u has to pass through opportunistic selection and decaying process when it
tries to influence v. Since the time decaying process will not stop unless the distance between
two nodes approaches to 0, it would be a limited process for opportunistic selection. On the
other hand, node v is reachable from a seed set S if and only if there exists at least one path
from S to v consisting of all active links (each node on the link is active). Let S1 and S2
be two arbitrary sets such that S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ V . Since δICOT (S) is the number of the nodes
reachable from S in possible world Wx , if there is any node reachable from S1 , the active
path will also be included in S1 ’s super set S2 . We can get the monotonicity of δICOT (S).
For submodularity, based on Eq. 5.7, let all the probabilities related to our opportunistic
selection and decaying process equal to 1. Different from IC, to take the decaying and
delaying phenomenon into account, ICOT tries to influence all the neighbors of activated
nodes by fo (·) for the last time (as accepting step) even no new activated node appears.
Consider one instance of the accepting step of influence diffusion, the relationship between
the number of neighbors in the last step and the number of nodes could be activated is just
linear. If let the acceptance function fo (·) equal to 0 at this point, IC and ICOT could be
unified. Considering node u reachable from S2 ∪ {w} (w is another active node not in S2 )
but not reachable from S2 , which means u is not reachable from S1 either. Thus, w has to
be the source of the active path to u, and u should be reachable from S1 ∪ {w}. For the
margin increase for both S1 and S2 , we have

δICOT (S1 ∪ {w}) − δICOT (S1 ) ≥ δICOT (S2 ∪ {w}) − δICOT (S2 )

(5.8)

Then consider the opportunistic selection and time decaying process, we have

δICOT (S) =

X
G⇒Wx

Wx
P r(Wx )δICOT
(S)

(5.9)
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Wx
Since δICOT (S) is a nonnegative linear combination of δICOT
(S) which are mono-

tone and submodular functions, δICOT (S) keeps the same property, that is, submodular.

Based on the result of Nemhauser et al. [112], function δ(·) suggests an approximate
greedy algorithm with factor 1 − 1/e. However, the hardness of computing δ(·) for the
IC model is #P -hard[30]. If we apply the proof result to the ICOT model, for a large
scale network, even if a greedy approximate algorithm is applied by using Monte-Carlo
simulations, the computation cost is still unacceptable. Considering the influence breadth,
we apply a community detection algorithm [110] in the network to find different communities
with overlap, then calculate the best influential k nodes taking both individual influence and
global influence into account by applying a dynamic programming algorithm.
Our goal of influence maximization is to influence more nodes and larger area. In
this case, besides the objective function δICOT (·), we take a further step to make influence
diffusion as broad as possible.
Fig. 5.3 shows an example of the breadth of influence. The two circles represent
two communities, and the influence is diffused according to the directed links. Assume we
measure the influence by the number of outgoing links. Node v10 has the most outgoing
links, and it should be selected in the next step based on the current measurement. Suppose
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that the algorithm has selected the best k − 1 influential nodes including v10 . If v2 , v4 , and
v8 provide the same influence increase, and v2 , v4 , and v8 all have 3 outgoing links, since
v8 connects two different communities, v8 has significant advantages than the other two,
considering the breadth of influence.
Next, we discuss the BICOT model. Suppose network G has m communities C =
{C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm }. The more communities the influence could cover, the broader influence
this model could achieve. We borrow the similar idea in [105] mining structural hole spanners
in a network. Different from structural hole spanners which only consider the minimal value
of user’s importance scores in different communities, we try to find the nodes that maximize
the influence globally and affect as more communities as possible. Formally, let Nc be the
number of communities the algorithm could cover under ICOT.
Intuitively, we expect the node’s individual influence in its community to be similar to
its influence in the whole network. Although the gap between local community and global
influential node sets exists, as the monotone we proved, the influence diffusion is built on
unit node activities from local to global. The social network is strong community-based
organization, and the influential node set in local from a very large extent represents the
global result. We try to find the best k influential seeds in each community first, then
by comparing the difference between local and global, we iteratively fill the gap by further
optimization algorithms. Let PC (v) be the number of communities node v influenced divided
by the number of all communities, and S ⊆ C denotes the subset containing more than one
community, then a utility function Q(·) is defined for each node to measure its contribution
in maximizing the influence breadth. Let A(v, S) be the structural score of v in S.

Q(v, Ci ) = max{PC (v)Q(v, Ci ), αi Q(v) + βS A(v, S)}
eu,v ∈E,S⊆C∧Ci ∈S

(5.10)
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A(v, S) = min {Q(v, Ci )}
Ci ∈S

(5.11)

In Eq. 5.10, αi and βS are two tunable parameters. The contribution function Q(·) is
computed as the combination of the importance score of v’s friends and the structural score
of v itself. Since Q(·) is the influence measurement of individual node, we use the famous
PageRank [113] to initialize score i(v) for each node v in each community, then continue the
iteration until the converge based on the two reinforce Eq. 5.10 and Eq.5.11 stable. Same
as [105], for all the node v not belongs to community Ci , we set their influential score to 0,
that is:

Q(v, Ci ) = i(v), v ∈ Ci
Q(v, Ci ) =

0, v ∈
/ Ci

(5.12)
(5.13)

Theorem 3: For αi and βS , the function scores of Q(v, Ci ) and A(v, S) exist for
any graph if and only if,
max{αi + βS } ≤ PC (v)
Ci ∈S

(5.14)

Proof: Suppose community Ci ∈ C and Ci ∈ S such that αi + βS > PC (v).
Considering nodes v1 and v2 which connected to each other with the PageRank score i(v1 ) =
i(v2 ) = 1, where v1 ∈ ∩Cj ∈S Cj and v2 ∈ Ci . We have Q(v1 , Ci ) = PC (v1 ). Then by Eq.
5.11, A(v1 , S) = minCi ∈S {Q(v1 , Ci )} = PC (v1 ). According to Eq. 5.10, PC (v1 )Q(v2 , Ci ) ≥
αi Q(v1 , Ci ) + βS A(v1 , S) = PC (v1 )(αi + βS ) > PC (v1 ), which means product of two positive
fraction is larger than one of the fractions, which is impossible.
For the if direction, {αi + βS } ≤ PC (v). Suppose in the first iteration Q0 (v, Ci )PC (v) ≤
PC (v) and k-th iteration later Qk (v, Ci )PC (v) ≤ i(v)PC (v) ≤ PC (v). In the (k + 1)-th
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iteration, for each Ci ∈ S, we have Qk+1 (v, Ci )PC (v) ≤ αi Qk (u, Ci ) + βS Ak (u, S) ≤ PC (v1 ).

We narrow the bound of the result in [105] α and β from {αi + βS } ≤ 1 to {αi + βS } ≤
PC (v). We also improve the performance of the ICOT model by incorporating the number
of communities which can be globally covered by one node.
Algorithm 6: Iteration algorithm
Input: Graph G, αi , βS , and convergence threshold 
Output: Function convergence result Q(v, Ci ), A(v, S)
1 Initialize Q(v, Ci ) according to Eq. 5.12
0
2 while max |Q (v, Ci ) − Q(v, Ci )| ≥  do
3
for v ∈ V do
4
for Ci ∈ G do
5
t(v, Ci ) = maxCi ∈S {βS A(v, S) + αi Q(v)}
6

7
8
9

if u ∈ N (v) & t(u, ·) 6= t0 (u, ·) then
/* t0 is the previous value of t which monitors the change of
v’s neighbors
*/
for v ∈ V do
for Ci ∈ G do
Q0 (v, Ci ) = maxCi ∈S {PC (v)Q(v, Ci ), max{t(v, Ci )}}
for Ci ∈ G do
A0 (v, S) = minCi ∈S {Q(v, Ci )}

10
11

12

Update Q = Q0 and A = A0

As shown in Algorithm 6, through finite iterations we can get a rank of all the nodes
based on their own ability to influence others within their communities. By the configuration
of parameters α and β, we can control the balance of influence depth and influence breadth.
Let r(v, Ci ) be the rank of node v in community Ci , and Rank(v, Ci ) be the rank of node v
in the network.
P r(v,Ci )
Rank(v) =

|Ci |

Number of communities involving v

× 100%

(5.15)

By Eq. 5.15, we assign a percentage value Rank(v) with a control parameter ϕ to each node
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v, and calculate the influence spreading process on each edge by ϕRank(v)w(·). Thus, we
can conclude our BICOT shown in Eq. 5.3.
5.3.2

Algorithm

The difference between ICOT and BICOT is whether taking breadth as a measurement
for influence. Besides breadth, we adopt heuristic strategies in [31] in terms of a dynamic
programming algorithm for both models. First, we detect communities in a network allowing
overlap between different communities. Second, Algorithm 6 is applied to get the rank of
each node. Through parameter ϕ, we control the balance of breadth and depth. Then,
consider the updated weight of each node. We incorporate the strategies in [31] to model to
find the seed set.
In [31], Chen et al. designed a heuristic strategy which builds a tree-like structure
for influence. Then influence spreading path is maximized through a greedy algorithm.
We use the same idea, but our model considers the opportunistic selection and influence
ability decrease over time. When calculating and finding the seeds which have the largest
incremental result in ICOT and BICOT, if the margin increases less than or equal to T˜o , we
regard this path as disconnected. The algorithm for BICOT is shown as follows:
Algorithm 7: Algorithm for model BICOT
Input: Graph G, αi , βS , , ϕ, τ and T˜o
Output: Seed set for maximizing influence S †
1 Do community detection by Algorithm 1 from;
2 Algorithm by 6(αi , βS , ) to get the value of Rank(·) by Eq. 5.15 for each node;
3 By parameter ϕ with Eq. 5.15 to control the tradeoff between influence breadth and
depth;
4 Calculate the influence maximization seed set based on the BICOT model with
parameters τ and T˜o ;

For model ICOT, we only consider the opportunistic selection and time delay, reducing
the step for calculating the influence breadth for each node (Lines 2, and 3 in Algorithm 7).
Then the seed finding process does not need to be incorporated with Eq. 5.15. The detailed
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Data
Amazon0302
Amazon0312
Amazon0505
Amazon0601

(A1)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)

Table 5.2. Dataset for description
Nodes
Edges
262111
1234877
400727
3200440
410236
3356824
403394
3387388

Diameter
29
18
21
21

algorithm is ignored due to space limitation.

5.4

Experimental Study
5.4.1

Data and Observations

We perform the experiments forwards the following data sets.
Epinions

3

is a Who-trust-whom network, where nodes are members of the web site

and a directed edge from user u to v means u has the influence to v (v trusts u). The network
includes 75,879 nodes and 508,837 edges.
Twitter

4

is one of most notable micro-blogging services. Twitters can publish tweets.

We use the dataset obtained from [79]. The subnetwork includes 112,044 nodes (users of
Twitter), and 468,238 edges (following relationships) and 2,409,768 tweets posted by them.
Inventor is a network of inventors, obtained from [132] extracted from USPTO5 . The
network consists of 2,445,351 nodes and 5,841,940 edges (co-inventing relationships).
Amazon Dynamic Networks
Table 7.3 is derived from the Customers Who Bought This Item Also Bought feature of
the Amazon website. The four networks were from March to May in 2003. The connection
is established in a network from i to j if product i is frequently co-purchased with product
j [95].
Fig. 5.4 shows the average degree of all the seven data sets. The probability of each
edge is learned from the networks in later time, which means the probabilities of the first
3

http://www.epinions.com/
http://www.twitter.com
5
http://www.uspto.gov/
4
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Figure 5.4. Average degree of data sets

network come from the second one, and the probabilities of the last network come from the
first three networks based on the linear prediction. The probability distribution of the four
networks from Amazon is shown in Fig. 5.5. As shown, the probability distribution of 4
Amazon networks is mainly in the range of 0.02-0.05. The reason for this range is the social
characters of the relationship based on the co-purchased network. And this probability
distribution also shows that the Amazon co-purchased are overall loose networks. Most
research literature assumes that the probabilities or the weights on links and the thresholds
are given. However, as pointed out by Goyal et al. [49], learning those probabilities and
thresholds is a non trivial problem. Therefore, we use a learning algorithm on the raw input
data [122] to get the balance between complexity and practicability. For the Amazon data
set, since there are a series of snapshots of the networks, we generate the real influence
spreading trend by comparing our model to the real learning algorithm [50] which initially
treats the data as a user log then solves the influence maximization problem.
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5.4.2

Experiment Result

All the codes are implemented in C++, and all the experiments are performed on a PC
running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS with Intel(R)2 Quad CPU 2.83GHz and 6GB memory.
We examine how the parameters affect influence spread in Algorithm 6. As shown in
Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7, the performance of Algorithm 6 is insensitive to the variation of α and
β. Consider the difference between two networks Epinions and Twitters, the average degree
is 6.7 for Epinions, and 4.17 for Twitter. Thus, from experiment result, the main factor
affect parameter α and β is the sparsity of the network. Regardless of network Epinions or
Twitter, when we increase parameter α from 0.05 to 0.45, and β from 0.2 to 0.6, the range of
influenced proportion in both networks is less than 2%. And for both networks, we get the
best performance when α is approaching to 0.2 and β is approaching to 0.35. The optimum
points of α and β are based on experiment, but the insensitive of these two parameters give
the algorithm more robustness and stability in practical.
We evaluated the number of the influenced nodes under different models. As shown in
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Figure 5.6. Effect of α for influence diffusion
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Figure 5.7. Effect of β for influence diffusion
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Fig. 5.8, Fig. 5.9, and Fig. 5.10, we compared the traditional IC model [30] with our two
models on the three static networks. We compared the performance of our algorithm with
the classical IC model in Epinions, Twitter and Inventor, three different real networks. The
vertical coordinates are the number of influences nodes which resulted from classical IC and
our algorithm ICOT and BICOT. With the increase of the size of seeds set k, ICOT and
BICOT could reach and continue to be at least 87.5% of the performance of IC.
Compare with the experiment results in Twitter, and Inventor, when seeds set k equals
to 50, the number of influenced nodes in Epinions of BICOT and IC has the biggest difference. This phenomenon is because the inner topology of Epinions is closer to real life
social connection based on Who-trust-whom but not like typical online social network which
is more powerful and more compactly to spread information. The experimental results show
that BICOT is more applicable to online social network with more connection but not the
real life connection. Even though, BICOT could also achieve good enough performance
(about 87.5%) compare with classical IC model. From the three plots, we can see that the
proposed model on the static network shows very similar trend like the traditional IC model.
Because our model includes the optimistic selection and time decaying process, it is hard to
be comparable with other traditional models if only consider the number of influenced nodes.
To model the real life influence more accurate, we also proposed a method to calculate the
final influence expectation which include more nodes when the influence spread process ends.
We set the default value of τ = 0.5 giving the influence breadth and depth the same weights.
With the increase of the size of seeds set k, ICOT and BICOT could reach and continue
to be at least 87.5% of the performance of IC. Compare with the experiment results in
Twitter, and Inventor, when seeds set k equals to 50, influenced nodes in Epinions of BICOT
and IC has the biggest difference. This phenomenon is because that Epinions is more close to
real life social connection based on Who-trust-whom but not like typical online social network
which is more powerful to spread information. By the experimental result, we could find
out that BICOT is more applicable to online social network with more connection but not
the real life connection. Even though, BICOT could also achieve good enough performance
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Figure 5.8. IC VS ICOT VS BICOT in Epinions

(about 87.5%) compare with classical IC model.
From the three plots, we can see that the proposed model on the static network shows
very similar trend like the traditional IC model. Our models consider the optimistic selection
and time decaying. We also proposed a method to calculate the final influence expectation
which include more nodes when the influence spread process ends. We set the default value
of τ = 0.5 giving the influence breadth and depth the same weights.
To show our contributions in a convincing way, we compare our model with the up-todate experiment based algorithm in [50] on the aspect of the real influence spread. We run
our algorithm on the first Amazon co-purchase network, and run Goyal’s algorithm called
CD based on the four networks since their algorithm requires users’ log. Meanwhile, we
compare with traditional IC model towards on Amazon network 1 and network 4. As shown
in Fig. 5.11, although all the curves follow similar trends, for a larger k, CD which is based
on learning has slower increase which is more practical since it learns the knowledge from
four data sets. Apparently, our models are more approximate to model CD which means
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Figure 5.9. IC VS ICOT VS BICOT in Twitter

that our models are closer to the influence spreading in practice.
We compare the performance of our algorithm ICOT and BICOT with other classical
algorithms in Fig. 5.11. Quantitatively, if k equals to 50, our algorithm ICOT and BICOT
could influence 662 and 659 nodes respectively in the network. Compared to 665 influenced
nodes by algorithm CD, our algorithms could approach more than 99% similarity in the
number of influenced nodes.
If only from the aspect of influence depth, our algorithm is not better than classical IC,
but our algorithm actually provides a way to control the balance between influence depth
and breadth. As we’ll show in the next experiment that the overall performance of BICOT
is much better than the classical approaches.
Contrast to Fig. 5.11, Fig. 5.12 shows the number of the communities covered by each
algorithms. Clearly, our BICOT covers much more communities than the IC and CD. The
advantage of our model is as well as we have a similar result of influence maximization follow
the real diffusion, community-based algorithm gives a much better efficiency to the influ-
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Figure 5.12. Communities covered by different algorithms

ence maximization problem. Further more, our model cover more communities indicating a
broader influence diffusion.
To evaluate the relationship between influence depth and breadth, we change parameter
ϕ from 0.1 which cares more about influence depth to 0.9 which emphasizes more on the
breadth.
Fig. 5.13 shows the influence spread for different ϕ. We can see that as ϕ increases, the
influence is decreased. This decrease is because of the definition of our objective function,
we care more about breadth than depth. With the same parameter setting, we can derive
from Fig. 5.14 that although the influence spread has been reduced, the number of the
communities covered by our algorithm is increased.
In more detail, Fig. 5.13 is the number of influenced nodes and Fig. 5.14 is the number
of communities covered by the influence for both Epinions and Twitter. In the situation
that ϕ equals to 0.5, which is the balance point for both influence depth and breadth, the
number of influenced nodes is 689 in Epinions and 796 in Twitter, while the communities
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Figure 5.13. Influence performances for different ϕ of BICOT

covered by the influence is 78 and 96 respectively. If we just increase ϕ from 0.5 to 0.7, in
Epinions, we could find that the number of communities covered by the influence increase to
89, representing 14.1% of growth, despite that 76 influenced nodes are gone. Such increase in
the number of covered communities demonstrates that the breadth of the influence increased
significantly. We can get a similar result in Twitter, which increased about 13.5% of growth
in the breadth of influence.
We do consider the comparison between the traditional models and ours, Fig. 5.11 and
Fig. 5.12 contrast the performance between our models ICOT and BICOT and classical
models include IC, CD, and ICOT . The reason we do not compare to other algorithm is
that in traditional approaches such as IC, CD, etc., the influence breadth is not considered.
There is not a parameter ϕ control the trade-off between breadth and depth in traditional
models.
The parameter ϕ is the controller to influence depth and breadth in algorithm BICOT.
The vertical coordinate in each of Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 is the number of influenced nodes.
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Figure 5.14. Communities covered for different ϕ of BICOT

With the increase of the size of seeds set k, which is the number of originally activated
nodes, more nodes are influenced in the whole network. This is the situation similar like
distribute trial product samples in a shopping mall. The more free trial samples (could be
small bag of shampoo), the better advertisement effect could achieve. But if consider the
breadth of influence, in Fig. 5.12 we could get that algorithm BICOT achieve much better
breadth performance as covering 135 communities compare to CD 85 communities, and IC
just around 75 communities coverage. Under the circumstances of keeping the same depth
in influence with CD, BICOT could reach a result of 58.9% higher than CD in the breadth
of influence.
In brief, empirical studies on different large real-world social networks show that our
model demonstrates that high depth influence does not necessarily imply broad information
diffusion. Our model, together with its solutions, not only provides better practicality but
also gives a regulatory mechanism for influence maximization as well as outperforms most
of the existing classical algorithms.
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5.5

Summary
In this work, based on the observations from real data and application, we propose model

ICOT which incorporates both diffusion decay and opportunistic acceptance selection for
dynamic networks. In addition, we develop model BICOT to control the balance between
influence depth and breadth. We take the first step to explore the potential of broad influence
maximization. Through comprehensive experiments results, we show that our model can
achieve a comparable influence diffusion result like the learning-based algorithm which has
a more strict input requirement, and our models have a broader influence coverage.
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Chapter 6

PRIVACY RESERVED INFLUENCE MAXIMIZATION

6.1

Introduction
Finding the most influential roles within a network, and letting these influential roles

promote one product to the market or spread one view point into the society could be considered as the problem of influence maximization. Targeting at maximizing the propagation
of a new item or an opinion through social networks by word-of-mouth effect with specific
initial budgets is the basic assumption of influence maximization. As a very classical optimization problem problem, influence maximization, has attracted considerable attentions
from different research areas including network analytic, data mining, and sociology.
However, the sensed data with the location information from wearable devices, smart
mobile phones, and many other resources in cyber physical world [47, 23, 72, 142, 175, 73,
169, 71], which is still a new area for our researchers to explore, has not been flipped and
understood well. So far, the research in connection with the sensed information from cyber
physical world has not been invested well in the research of influence maximization. With the
development of modern mobile devices including smart phones, touchable mobile computing
devices, and wearable smart devices etc., a huge amount of sensed data is generated. And
the combination of sensed data and online social data will become the next “blue ocean”.
Huge opportunities from both cyber physical world and online social network are coming for
us to employ. For example, Google reported that in January 2016, the amount of revenue
of the Android operating system has reportedly reached $31 billion and this number is
still increasing day and night. Utilizing both cyber physical sensed information and online
information could generate and develop a lot of applications for smart car, smart city, and
smart planet 1 . Apparently, combining both sensed cyber physical data and online data
1

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/09/14/
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could greatly enhance the model’s ability of influence maximization in real life and solving
the problem practically. In the meanwhile, few researches succeed in exploring the potential
of influence maximization by taking into consideration of both online data and data from
physical world. However, the integration of both cyber-physical sensed information and
online social information is not a straightforward method and includes many challenges
including but not limited to following:
– Sensed data is very complicated and therefore it is much more difficult to collect from
cyber physical world. For example, the friendship connection tend to be geographically
related in the real world, but the geographical similarity is not presenting directly but
hiding invisible.
– The sensed cyber physical network and online social network are different systems,
there is not a consistent one-to-one corresponding relationship between each other.
Much more efforts are required to integrate the information from both systems. Especially in some special cases where there is an instance in the sensed cyber physical
network while there is not available one in online social net work. In this case, the
formulation and the integration process require much more attentions to deal with the
result.
– The sensed data from cyber physical world is quite private. The privacy issue during
the analysis of sensed data should be put on the agenda. The identity and location
information of users should be protected well in the application we developed. However,
the balance between utility and privacy is still a very challenge question in influence
maximization applications.
– Maximizing the influence in an online network has never been a trivial problem. The
difficulty of maximizing influence and the challenge of integration would still affect the
performance of the framework. Furthermore, how to reduce the computational cost is
another challenge.
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In this work, we combine both the sensed location data from cyber physical world and
online social network together to construct a comprehensive heteroecious network. Within
the heteroecious network, we tried to further explorer the potential of sensed data to solve
the classical influence maximization problem. To start with, we integrate the sensed cyberphysical data to supply the online social network with more real activity in cyber world. This
strategy could allow the cyber social activity be considered while the inactive users might be
ignored in online social networks. This combination of both sensed cyber physical knowledge
and online social knowledge could also help the cyber physical world make their decision in
an optimal strategy with the concern of the online activities. Besides, our objective is
not only proposing a framework to help the applications maximize the influence, but also
consider the users’ privacy as an important preserved issue. In this sense, we understand
the importance of privacy for any public user in both online or offline physical world. Our
model and resolution especially deals with the privacy issue of user’s location information.
To cope with each challenge above, we have the following contributions:
– We first unveil the hidden connection from sensed location data in cyber-physical world
by considering the geographical similarity, and merging the connection information into
the existed online social network.
– A random walk procedure is employed to construct the heterogeneous network. A
framework combining both cyber-physical and online social network data together is
proposed. The advantages of both online and sensed cyber world are taken by the
framework.
– To protect user’s sensitive location information, we employ the classical differential
privacy mechanism. The differential privacy could preserve the location privacy and
other sensitive link privacy with a guaranteed ratio.
– We remodel the problem of influence maximization under the heterogeneous framework
developed. To maximize the influence for further extended applications, we propose
several optimized strategies to improve the performance of the algorithm.
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– Two large scale real life datasets are tested in the experiment section. The real experiment result shows that the power of engaging sensed location information into online
social network could significantly improve the performance of influence maximization.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the preliminaries and
illustrates the theoretical analysis. Real life networks and synthetic network are evaluated
in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 concludes our work.

6.2

System Model and Algorithm
We introduce the model of the heteromerous network and the problem definition in the

following section. We first describe the sensed location record pattern in the sensed cyber
physical network; then we introduce a framework could integrate both sensed cyber physical
network and online social network; in the end of this section, we give the preliminary of
sensed location privacy and protection mechanism illustration.
6.2.1

Model of Sensed Cyber Physical Location Pattern

In order to better understand the hidden information in the sensed cyber physical
location trajectories, we propose four different geographically patterns according to empirical
observations, and formula design a function to formulate the potential relationship according
to the sensed location records. Fig. 6.1 is the four different typical cases in sensed cyber
physical location records. In all four cases, two user a and user b are enrolled. We tried to
model their sensed location records to different behavior patterns as following:
Pattern 1: In the first pair of users, if user a and user b have a matched common location A
in their sensed location segments, they might have some similarity with a certain probability.
Let F CLαl (a, b) be the function represent the frequency of common stop pattern with the
threshold αl .
Pattern 2: The second pair of users, as shown in the same figure, if user a and user b
share similar sensed trajectory records from Location A to Location B, they might have a
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Figure 6.1. Four Different Cyber-Physical GPS Patterns
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higher probability to be friend in real life. F CRαr (a, b) is the number of how many common
routines exist with threshold αr .
Pattern 3: As shown in the third pair of users, if two users share same sensed location
record with same time point ti , they may met each other at the time point. The probability
that they are connect might be higher. F CSαs (a, b) is the number of times for common stay
pattern appeared.
Pattern 4: In the last situation, the user pair at the bottom in Fig. 6.1, two users share
the same sensed location records with a specific period from t0 to t1 . This case would be
a very high possibility to build a connection between the two users a and b, therefore, the
existence probability of their connection would be much higher. The function F CAαa (a, b)
for pattern 4 represent the common activity.
Based on the observation we illustrated and the frequency functions we developed above, we
use the sensed location information from cyber physical world to build the cyber physical
network.
Definition: Sensed cyber physical relationship is denoted by the CP F ratio rCP F that
larger than a threshold α, where the rCP F is defined as

rCP F =

βl F CLαl (a, b) + βr F CRαr (a, b)
+βs F CSαs (a, b) + βa F CAαa (a, b)

(6.1)

In Equation 6.1, the parameter αl , αr , αs , αa are the four thresholds corresponding to
different four pattern function, and parameter βl , βr , βs , βa are the adjusted weight to control
the impact of each pattern for a sensed physical connection. The value of αl , αr , αs , αa
is set to 2 by default. This means that if the user a and user b who has any kinds of
common behavior above appear more than twice, we consider the user a and b has the
corresponding pattern (potential relationship) and their frequency count is 1. It’s worth to
mention that, all parameters are developed to model the user behavior pattern in a practical
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way. It is still very challenge to quantitatively count the the behavior pattern and the
relationships among the sensed cyber physical world directly and mapping back to the online
social network. Intuitionally, the proposed four behavior patterns are based on observation.
Along with the different coincidence of each pattern, we believe there is an incremental
impact on a relationship. The users’s behavior matching Pattern 4 would have a closer
relationship compare to Pattern 3, Pattern 2, and Pattern 1. In the meanwhile, Pattern 3 is
a stronger pattern compare to Pattern 2 in real life situation. Therefore, we manually assign
a heuristic number 1, 2, 4, 8 for parameter βl , βr , βs , βa to represent the contribution for
each different behavior pattern. Unfortunately, all persuasive ethological result existed for
the correlation among different behavior pattern we modeled have to be updated according
to the domain knowledge. Based on the observation and learning process, heuristically, these
four parameters could be adjusted according to different application background if our model
is referenced.
6.2.2

Heterogenous Network Model

As shown in Fig. 6.2, the data collected from both sensed cyber physical world and
online social world are integrated into the new heterogeneous network at the bottom. To be
noticed, if two users belong to both sensed cyber physical world and online social world, we
combine the same instance to one node the constructed heterogeneous network. But for the
situation that one user does not exist in any one of the resource world, we will leave a user
in the new network to carry the information from the original world the node come from.
To integrate the sensed cyber physical world and online social world together, we build
the sensed cyber physical network Gc (Vc , Ec , Pc ) and online social network Go (Vo , Eo , W ),
where Pc represents the links of two nodes in the sensed cyber physical network according to
the Equation 6.1. W represents the collected connection information from the online social
network. Vc , Vo are the nodes and Ec , Eo are the links set of sensed cyber physical world
and online social world, respectively. The objective is building the heterogenous network
H(V, E, P ), where V = Vc ∪ Vo , E = Ec ∪ Eo . Finally, let P represent the set of each vertices
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Figure 6.2. Illustration of Heterogeneous Network
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pair u and v’s relationship pr(u, v) in the constructed heterogenous network.
Random walk is a very typical tool, which has been commonly used for graph analysis
[115]. To incorporate random walk into network Gc and Go , we develop a transition probability matrix to represent the transition probability on each link of both networks. To represent
all possible transitions of random walk on H, the matrix size need to be (|Vc ∪Vo |)×(|Vc ∪Vo |).
To satisfy the prerequisite that the sum of weights on outgoing links of each vertex equals to
1, we normalize the transition probability P r(H) of the heterogeneous network as following:

P r(v, u) = P

pr(v, u)

(6.2)

w∈N (v)pr(v,w)

where u is a vertex connected to vertex v, and N (v) denote all vertices connect to vertex
v. Let P r(H) denote the normalized matrix which represents all the transition probability
for the random walk. Particularly, consider the situation that many nodes existed in both
network Gc and Go , for each vertex appears, we create a link with transition probability 1
which let both two graph could be integrated as shown in Equation (3):

M(H) = 

M(V ) M(c)


(3)


M(o)

0

where M(V ) is matrix with size |V | ∗ |V |. M(V ) represents the transition probability in the
heterogeneous network, M (C) and M (O) are the matrixes represent Gc and Go . The random
walk process is showing as follows:
(t)

(t−1)

V ecN = (1 − λ)M(H) V ecN

(0)

+ λM(H)

(6.4)

(t)

where V ecN is a vector denotes the edges’ weight, and V ecN is the weight of each vertex
at the tth iteration. We could rewrite V ecN = [V ec(c) V ec(o) ]T , according to Equation (4),
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(t)

V ecN =




(t−1)
(t−1)
V ec(c)
M(V ) × V ec(V ) + M(c) × V ec(o)
 + λ

(1 − λ) 
(t−1)
M(o) × V ec(V ) + 0
V ec(o)

(5)

We iteratively update V ecN until the matrix become convergent, and the value on each
link will be the relevance of all relationships in the heterogeneous network H.
6.2.3

Heterogeneous Construction

We apply random walk with restart process to combine both two sensed cyber physical
world and online social world. As shown in the real data verification section later, this
statistical approach is very stable and robust in our tested datasets. In the meanwhile,
the method we proposed could also incorporate several heuristic strategies to optimize the
heterogeneous network construction. For instance, if two users have a strong heterogeneous
connection, the overall probability of those users having strong connection in cyber-physical
world and online world could be high. And in another situation, two users who have large
number of common friends in either online social network or sensed cyber physical network,
the two users in the heterecious network would also tend to be connected because the sum
of transition probability between these two nodes is higher. Another observation worth to
mention is not all sensed cyber physical pattern could be directly applied without selection
in practice. The main reason for the pattern selection is based on the real world practice.
Some very high-frequency patterns we collected are actually common public locations such as
airports, hospitals, or metrorail stations, etc. Meanwhile, the amount of very low-frequency
patterns is also very large which should be deleted prior the random walk process in order
to reduce the computational cost. For both two extreme situations, we use an entropy-based
classical thresholds measure to filter the useless results [87]. We filter out the pattern with
highest 10% high frequency and lowest 5% frequency according to the calculation result from
[87] and [161].
Thus, we represent the random walk process in Algorithm 8.
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Algorithm 8: Construction Heterogeneous Network H
input : Gc (Vc , Ec ), Go (Vo , Eo , W )
output: H(V, E, P )
1
2

3
4

5

6
7

Generate F CL, F CR, F CS, and F CA according to our pattern models on Gc (Vc , Ec );
Filter out biased patterns and shrink edges by apply result of entropy-based calculation
([87] and [161]);
According to 6.1 to generate Gc (Vc , Ec , Pc );
Construct heterogeneous network H(V, E, P ) by with the set union of Gc (Vc , Ec , Pc ),
Go (Vo , Eo );
Generate transition probability matrix and normalize each column following by Equation
(2);
Iteratively update V ecN (t) until Equation (4) and (5) converges;
Return the heteromerous graph H with the edge weight based on the results of the last
step;

6.2.4

Privacy Reserved Influence Maximization

Our ultimate objective is maximizing the influence in the heterogeneous network with
privacy protection. Actually, through the integration of both sensed cyber physical world
and online social world, the privacy of the user in the physical world is hidden behind the
heterecious network since the new construct network will not tell whether the connection
between two users are their common location, common activity, or their online friendship.
However, the links within the heterogeneous network still represent the relationships among
users. We believe identifying the most k influential users is not necessary to expose more
sensitive information about users’ relationships. Therefore, a differential privacy mechanism
[111] is employed to further preserve the relationship privacy for influence maximization in
the heterogeneous network.
The utility function of classical influence maximization is to find the best seed set |S|
with size k, which the set S could maximize the number of expected active nodes in the
function δm S. The influence prorogation process has an equivalent formulation as follows:
(1) Flip a coin for each edge in H and remove it with probability 1−(P (e)) until get resulting
network H 0 . (2) Active the nodes in S, for any nodes in H 0 could reach from S [88]. The
objective function δm S is the expected number of nodes in H 0 .
Let vertex utility of the network corresponding to an application parameter l be
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V Umax (G, Ḡ, l). For any two users u and v, the weight between u and v is represented
by W [Luv |Ḡ ≥ g()], where g() denotes the prior probability of u and v being friends if they
h
are both contained in a  hop neighborhood, and  = min{h : Wuv
(G)−V Umax (G, Ḡ, h) > 0}.

The utility function is monitoring the network variety between the original and perturbed
networks. This result demonstrates a lower bound on link privacy. Therefore, by applying
the above result, we update the utility function δm S while the same lower bound remains
[111].
We incorporate a similar idea of IM M [136], which is the up-to-date influence maximization algorithm, adopting a sampling strategy to reduce computational costs. The main
approach of IM M roughly consists of two phases: sampling and node selecting. To begin
with, the first phase iteratively generates random reverse reachable set and puts them into
a temporary storage set until reaching a specific condition; then the second phrase greedily
selects the maximum coverage for each node to derive a k nodes set until the temporary
set has been updated to the final result. We do not provide details of IM M due to space
limitations anymore. Through the twofold privacy protection: first integrating the sensed
cyber physical world and online social world by random walk, and hiding the sensitive user
behavior patterns; then applying differential privacy technology to protect the connection
privacy within the heteromerous network.

6.3

Experiment
In this section, we conduct real sensed cyber physical location network and online social

network to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiencies of our proposed models. First, we
show the proposed model accurately catching the features of sensed cyber physical world
and online social network. We implemented all the codes with Python 2.7 with the support
of the latest version of Snap.py 2 , and all experiments are performed on a Desktop with
operating system Windows 10. The PC is set up with 3.30GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2120
CPU and 12GB DDR3 memory.
2

Python interface for Stanford Network Analysis Project(SNAP)
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Figure 6.3. User’s Behavior Patterns and Online Friendship

Two actual datasets named Brightkite and Gowalla from Stanford Network Analysis
Project(SNAP) are investigated [38]. Brightkite and Gowalla are two popular LBS (locationbased service) social network provider. The users’ location information are sensed by the
users’ mobile device and the online social information are all available according to the users
login with their Facebook accounts in the two datasets. Therefore, taking the advantage
of our heterogeneous network construction, we could test the performance and effectiveness
of our proposed framework. Consider the difficulty to detect users’ movements that the
distances of users movements are small while the scale of the physical world is large, we
only employ part of the original Brightkite and Gowalla datasets to do the experiment. In
the employed two subsets, the only conduct a densely distributed sub-area cyber physical
data in a 400km×400km rectangle. We first adopt the very typical random point model to
evaluate the users’ position [86]. To simplify the calculation, we standardized all positions
in the sensed cyber physical world and the time stamps for the logins to [0, 1)2 and [0, 1),
respectively. Table 6.1 summary the details of Brightkite and Gowalla.
As a whole, Brightkite only has 3/5 users compare to Gowalla, but the number of
average login record in Brightkite is much high than Gowalla. In the following evaluation,
we acquire several measurements to test the result from both two networks.
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Figure 6.5. Number of Neighbors Distribution

Fig. 6.6 shows the distances distribution of login position records. The majority of the
distances are very small for both Brightkite and Gowalla. For example, in Brightkite dataset,
half of the distances are less than 0.004036, which is about 1.35km. In the meanwhile, for
the Gowalla dataset, 25% of the distances are less than 1.92km. This observation indicates
that the location information in the sensed cyber physical world is very stable. In other
words, users location in the sensed physical world stays unchanged in most of time.
In Fig. 6.7, the second measurement as shown, demonstrates the distribution of friends
numbers in the online social networks. The results show that there is a strong skewness in
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this distribution for the two datasets. For instance, 80% users account for only about 25% of
total friends in the online social network while the users with top 20% friends account for as
high as about 75% of total friends in Brightkite. This result indicates that there are many
variations existing in the online social networks for the influence prorogation of different
users. This phenomenon also confirms that it is possible for a plenty of users get influenced
in the end but only a few users get influenced initially. The combination of both sensed cyber
physical world and online social network could take the advantage of both social features
and cyber features into account.
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Figure 6.8. Percentage of Users in Brightkite

The results indicate that users location distribution may be very dense in the sensed
cyber physical world. In Gowalla, for instance, more than 80 users are stay within the range
of 0.005 (about 1.7 km) on average, which is a very small area. This result makes it much
more convenient and practical to prorogate influence to real cyber world.
Considering the friends and non-friends relationship in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9, the result
is the percentage of users within specific distances in both two network we evaluated. In this
comparison, about 20% users keep a minimum distance less than 0.001 (about 0.4km) to their
friends in Brightkite. However, for non-friends, this ratio is just 5% which is far less than
the situation with friend relationship. In Gowalla, the two ratios of friends and non-friends
percentage are 29% and 8%, respectively. This observation indicates that there is a very high
interdependency of geographical positions for friends in the online social networks. In other
words, if users are friends in the online social networks, their distances in the cyber-physical
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world may also tend to be very small. This result is also a verification of our assumption.
Thus, the users’ relationship in both sensed cyber physical world and online social network
do have their inherent correlation.
Considering the number of neighbors in the sensed cyber physical world within different
distances, Fig. 6.5 shows that in the cyber physical world, users who gathering together are
still a very common situation. In the Gowalla, for instance, more than 80 users are within
the range of 0.005 on average, which is about 1.7 km.
We consider the result of both friends and non-friends relationship in the two networks
as shown in Fig.6.8 and 6.9. About 80% users keep the minimum distance more than 0.001
to their friends (about 0.4km). However, for non-friends, more than 95.2% users minimum
distance is larger than 0.4km. There is a very high interdependency of geographical positions
for friends in the online social networks. In other words, if users are friends in the online
social networks, their distances in the physical world tend to be very small, vice versa. This
phenomenon is also a verification of our assumption. Therefore, the relationships bewteen
both cyber-physical world and online social network have their inherent connection.
Next, we test the result of our heterogeneous model by comparing both cyber-physical
network and online social network. We first test the four user behavior patterns we proposed
in sensed cyber physical network then compare the result of the online social friendship
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connections in terms of percentage, separately.
As shown in Fig. 6.3, 67% of pattern 1 is overlapping with the online social friendship,
which represents the consistency between sensed cyber physical world and online social world.
Even for another 3 more complicated user behavior patterns, we proposed, the overlapping
proportion between cyber physical world and online social network are still maintained a
ratio at least 23%. As shown in Equation. 6.1, rCP F is the combination of all 4 behavior
patterns, the overlapping result of edges with rCP F larger than 0 in cyber-physical and
connections in online social world is more than 86%. Another obversion is for sensed cyber
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physical network and online social networks, they have their own exclusive connections not
includes in the other data. Therefore, applying the heterogeneous construction framework
could take advantages of both the two kind of relationships for maximizing the influence in
practice.
In both Brightkite and Gowalla, as Fig. 6.4 shown, we compare the number of expected
influenced node with and without the additional privacy reserved mechanism. It is hard to
tell a big difference between both algorithm, which states that add our privacy protection
mechanism will not affect the result a lot, but as we analyzed in Section 6.2, the differential
privacy techniques we employed could further protect the links privacy in the application.
At the end of this section, in Fig. 6.10 and 6.11, we demonstrate the result of the
influence maximization with the privacy protection in cyber-physical network (CPN), online
social network (OSN), and the heterogenous network (HN) we constructed. Obviously, the
combination of both sensed cyber physical world and online world could significantly improve
the performance of influence maximization in terms of the number of expected influenced
nodes, and as we mentioned earlier, by employing the privacy protection mechanism, our
approach could also protect the privacy issue cross both two world.

6.4

Summary
This chapter solves the influence maximization problem in a heterogeneous information

network combing knowledge from both sensed cyber physical world and online social world.
Four behavior patterns and corresponding formulated functions are proposed to model the
users’ behavior in sensed cyber physical world. We adopt the state-of-the-art influence
maximization technique and differential privacy to achieve an efficient influence maximization
with privacy protection. The real life data experiments verified that the framework works
well for the problem of influence maximization and resolution is outperformed the up-to-date
resolutions.
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Chapter 7

INFLUENCE IN BIG SOCIAL DATA

7.1

Introduction
With the development of the internet, the increasing popularity of many online social

network sites (Facebook, Google+ and Twitter, etc.) enable us to investigate large-scale
social networks in a close view. However, we are facing challenges at all levels ranging from
infrastructures to programming models for managing and mining large graphs.
Motivated by applications such as personalized recommendations, online advertising and
microblog marketing, the study of influence diffusion and maximization attract more and
more attentions. Domingos et al.[43] introduce the problem of identifying influential customs
in the marketing campaign as a learning problem first. After that, Kempe et al. [88] studied
the influence maximization problem and proposed two primary information diffusion models,
namely as the independent cascade (IC ) model and the linear threshold (IT ) model.
In both of the models, the input is a network with nodes and weighted edges. Each
node is either active or inactive. The possibility of one node becoming active increases
monotonically with the number of its active neighbors. If one node becomes active, it will
never be inactive again. This assumption is coming from the real life observation. If we only
consider the influence diffusion process, let’s look at the following example. One customer
Mary just bought the latest iPhone 6S and posted one status on her Facebook page as
“iPhone 6S is great, get one, you will never regret!”. When her friend Mike on Facebook got
this message and trusted her, then he could directly purchase one of his own. We naturally
consider this process as Mary influencing Mike. As well as Mike is influenced (activated), his
status will keep active (he has already purchased the device) and might continue to influence
others through social media. Different users could have different levels of susceptibility,
this characteristic was modeled as the probability of each edge between different users in
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the network in our model. In the IC model, the beginning moment is denoted as time t0 ,
nodes with active status perform as “seeds” in the network. These nodes are considered
contagious. A node u has one chance of influencing its inactive neighbor v with probability
pu,v , which represent the ability of the influence from u to v. If u succeeds in this attempt,
node v becomes active at time t1 , otherwise, u will not try to influence node v anymore. This
process will continues until no new node becomes active in the network. Similar to IC, there
is also the same set of seed nodes in LT model. Whether a node v will be influenced depends
P (v)|
on the sum of the weight of |N
pui ,v , such that the sum of all the incoming weights to
1
v is less or equal to 1. {u1 , u2 , . . . , ui } ∈ N (v), where {u1 , u2 , . . . , ui } are v’s neighbors, and
N (v) is v’s neighbor set. In each time stamp, node v selects a random threshold θv uniformly
from [0, 1]. If the sum of weight from all the active neighbors of an inactive node v is more
than θv , v becomes active at the next time stamp, otherwise, keep inactive. This process
also repeats as well as IC to the end until no new node becomes active anymore.
Kempe et al. first formulated influence maximization as a discrete optimization problem
in [88]. Considering a social network as a graph G = (V, E, p), where V and E is the set of
vertices and edges with size |V | and |E|, and p : E → (0, 1] is the function assigning each
edge e ∈ E a probability p(e). Choose an influence diffusion model (IC or LT ) and an initial
active seed set S ⊆ V , the expectation of the active node’s number at the end of the process
is the expected diffusion spread of S, denoted as δm S. Then the influence maximization
problem is defined as follows: A directed social graph G = (V, E, p), find the best seed set
S to maximize the δm S.
However, in both IC and IT models, the evolution and influence are diffusing in unlimited time. The only termination condition is no new active node appears, but this assumption
is not completely supported by the facts in the real social networks. Information always
depends on timeliness, such as the advertisement of some products is limited just in a period
of time, and the news is only meaningful during a particular period, influence diffusion in
general is stopped before the original stop condition in IC and LT. Based on observation
above, we give a time constrain τ to strengthen the classical models and the proposed model
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“Time Constraint IC Model(TIC )” and “Time Constraint LT Model(TLT )”, which restrict the output and let the algorithm aim at maximizing the influence within the threshold
τ time.
On the other hand, as shown in Chen [32], the influence diffusion processing itself in
IC and LT are “#P-Hard” problems, and the model IC and LT in their original paper
are both proved to be “NP-Hard” problems. These facts told us that developing an exact
algorithm to solve this problem is impossible if N P 6= P . And the simulation processing of
the model itself is also very time consuming. Even though several heuristic algorithms have
been developed recently, but it is hard to give a theoretical guarantee in heuristic algorithms.
As a result, the existing works cannot handle the real large scale network efficient enough as
we illustrated.
Additionally, “Big Data” is hitting at a future in which we could compute on a relatively
transparent environment (such as a cluster) but not just single local machine has become
another buzzword after Web 2.0. As probably the most notable big data frameworks Hadoop
and Spark provide us a potential solution for large scale networks to do the influence maximization. Hadoop is an Apache project provided a distributed file system and a framework
for the analysis and transformation of very large data sets using the MapReduce [41] paradigm. Hadoop is available via the Apache open source license, which provided us an opportunity
to develop a big data environment based on Hadoop for our influence maximization problem. As well as Hadoop, Spark is another open source Apache project. Different from the
traditional map reduce, Spark approaches data processing mainly in memory instead of a
hard drive space.
As shown in Fig. 7.1, the input of our problem is a social network with a huge number
of nodes and edges between nodes. Each edge has a probability (weight) representing the
influence between the nodes pair, by processing the influence maximization on both Hadoop
and Spark environments, the output is a seed set S with size k, which can maximizing
influence followed by our influence model.
In this chapter, we have the contribution below:
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Figure 7.1. Influence maximization processing in cloud environment

• First, we introduce two new influence maximization models with time-constraint properties. We give the formal definition of the new models and the analysis of problem
complexity.
• Followed by the analysis of problem complexity, we propose the theoretical proof result
of the property monotony and submodular which give us the possibility of using an efficient greedy algorithm. We will also give the theoretical analysis of the approximation
ratio of our algorithm.
• Thirdly, based on the new model and efficient algorithm we proposed, Hadoop-based
cloud computing environment is used to deploy our experiment data set and algorithm.
Consider the specific problem we also suggest new strategies to optimize the Hadoopbased algorithm.
• Last but not the least, by using both large scale simulation data and real social networks
data, we implement the algorithm in a Hadoop-based cloud environment and evaluate
the large scale data by several efficient distributed strategies.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 presents the preliminaries and
problem definition. Section 7.3 illustrates the algorithm and theoretical analysis. Evaluation
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results based on real and synthetic data sets are shown in Section 7.4. Section 7.5 concludes
our chapter.

7.2

Data Model and Problem Definition
In this section, the formal definition of the problem we solved and the corresponding

analysis will be proposed.
Consider a time threshold τ ∈ Z+ , define δτ : 2V → R+ to be the set function such that
δτ (S) with S ⊆ V is the expected number of the activated nodes number by the end of the
time constraint τ under our model.
The time constraint influence maximization is the problem of finding the seed set S
with at most k = |S| seeds such that the expected number of activated nodes by time τ is
maximized. Formally, δ(S ∗ ) ≥ δ(S) for any set S of at most k nodes, find

S ∗ = argmaxS⊆V,|S|≤k δτ (S)

(7.0)

More specifically, consider the evolution when influence is spreading in the IC and LT
models:
Let decay factor λ ≥ 1 in the influence evolution function. A large λ means a slow-decay
effect. Then the decay evolution is the function g(λ) equals to ( 21 )

t−t0
λ

. When the value of

this function below the minimum threshold ṗ, we stop to calculate the probability of that
edge. In practice, this decay function could also be a linear, logarithm even exponential
function which simulate the decay of relationship in the social network.
7.2.1

Time Constraint IC Model (TIC )

Based on the classical IC Model introduced in the Section 6.1, each node v will be
influence by all {u1 , u2 , . . . , ui } from v’s neighbor set N (v) according to the weight of pui ,v
on each neighbor ui , such that the weight of any the incoming weights from ui to v is less or
equals to 1. In each iteration, the node ui selects a random threshold θ(ui ) uniformly from
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[0, 1]. If the weight pui ,v between ui to v is more than the threshold θ(ui ), then v becomes
active at the next time stamp. Otherwise, ui will not try to influence v anymore. Maximize
the influence function δ(S ∗ ) which is the expected number of influenced nodes at the end of
the propagation is the objective. Different from the basic IC model, the probability pui ,v on
each edge in our model will decay followed by the decay function as the influence path from
the original seed set S. And the process will terminate by the threshold τ .
7.2.2

Time Constraint LT Model (TLT )

Based on LT Model, each node v will be influenced by all {u1 , u2 , . . . , ui } from v’s
P (v)|
pui ,v , such that the sum of
neighbor set N (v) according to the sum of the weight of |N
1
all the incoming weights to v is less or equals to 1. The node v chooses a random threshold θv
uniformly from [0, 1] at each time stamp. If the sum of weight from all the active neighbors
of an inactive node v is more than the threshold, then v becomes active at the next time
stamp. Maximize the influence function. Similarly as the TIC model, the process terminates
until one of the basic condition or the threshold τ satisfied.

7.3

Algorithm and Theoretical Result
According to the previous related work of Kempe [88], the following algorithm can solve

the problem in a approximation ration as (1 − 1/e).
Algorithm 9: Greedy Algorithm (GA)
input : T , k, δm
output: seed set S
1
2
3
4

S ← ∅;
while |S| < k do
u ← argmaxω∈V \S (δm (S ∪ {ω}) − δm (S);
S ← S ∪ {u};

Different from IC and LT , we add the time constraint and the probability decay function
to make the problem more suitable for social networks in practice.
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Next, we will give the theoretical analysis of the problem property and the hardness
of our problem. According to the approximate algorithm theory, if one algorithm problem
can satisfy monotonicity and sublobularly, then we can directly get an efficient approximate
algorithm with the approximate ratio as (1 − 1/e). We first provide the proof of our problem
of the property monotonicity and sublobularly.
Theorem 5. The influence maximization model TIC a monotonic and submodular model.
Proof: For the monotonicity, since the influence function of TIC is an increasing function, the conclusion is obvious.
For the sublobularly, let X denote one sample point in this space δX (A) is the total number
of nodes activated by the process when A is the initially set R(v, X) denote the set of all
nodes that can be reached from v on a path consisting entirely of live edges. δX (A) is equal
to the union ∪v∈A R(v, X).
(1) δX (S ∪ {v}) − δX (S) is the number of elements in R(v, X) that are not already in the
∪v∈S R(v, X).
(2) δX (T ∪ {v}) − δX (T ) is the number of elements in R(v, X) that are not already in the
∪v∈S R(v, X).
S ⊆ T ⇒ (1) > (2); δ(A) =

P

outcomesX

P rob[X]δX (A). Since the basic IC follows the pro-

cess as we mentioned, limited by the time threshold, the process will be terminated earlier,
but it will get a similar result since it can be considered as a specific case of the basic IC
model, end.
Theorem 6. The influence maximization model TLT is monotone and submodularity.
Proof: For the monotonicity, since the influence function of TLT is an increasing function, conclusion is obvious.
For the submodularity, let v have an influence weight bv,w ≥ 0 and

P

w bv,w

≤ 1. Suppose v

picks at most one of its incoming edges at random, selecting the edge from w with bv,w and
P
no edge with 1 − w bv,w . Similarly as in the Theorem 5, Selected as live and Unselected as
blocked. We prove the two distributions are the same:
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(1)The distribution over active sets obtained by running the Linear Threshold process to
completion starting from A.
(2)The distribution over sets reachable from A via live-edge paths, under the random selection of live edges defined above.
For directed and acyclic graph: Under the TLT Subset Si of vi s neighbors is active, the
P
probability is v∈Si bvi ,w . For graph G is not acyclic, At is the set of active nodes at the
end of iteration t, A0 is the initially set The probability node v become active in iteration
t+1 is equal to the chance that the influence weights in At \ At−1 push it over its threshold
P

v∈At \At−1 bv,u
P
.
1− u∈A
bv,u
t−1

If graph G is not acyclic: Start with set A, for each node v with at least one edge of the set
A, determine whether vs live edge comes from A. If yes, v is reachable, if no then keep the
source of vs live edge unknown. Expose a new set of reachable nodes A1 in the first stage,
then produce sets A2, A3,. . . . Similarly to the proof of TIC, we can easily get that the TIT
is a specific case of the LT but with the time constraint and the decay process, end.
According to the Theory 6 we have shown, a simple greedy algorithm can be used to
efficiently solve the new problem of TIC, and TLT.
Algorithm 10: Time Constraint Greedy Algorithm (TGA)
input : τ , k, g, δm
output: seed set S
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

S ← ∅;
while |S| < k do
u ← argmaxω∈V \S (δm (S ∪ {ω}) − δm (S);
S ← S ∪ {u};
Recalculate the probability on of new edge by function g;
if the time exceed the threshold τ then
Break;

We can easily get that our new algorithm has the same time complexity as IC and LT.
Since we consider the feature of time constraint and probability decay, our models simulating
the real phenomenon more accurately and the algorithms based on our models are also much
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more practical.
Besides, we also provide an improved version degree discount algorithm [31] to solve our
influence maximization models. Different from traditional degree discount, our algorithm as
shown in Algorithm 11 considers the time constrain and the influence decay process, together
with several optimizations in implementation.
Algorithm 11: Time Constraint Degree Discount Algorithm (TDDA)
input : τ , k, g, δm
output: seed set S
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

7.4

S ← ∅;
for each vertex v do
calculate v’s expected degree dv ;
ddv = dv ;
tv = 0;
Recalculate the probability on of new edge by function g;
if the time exceed the threshold τ then
Break;

Experimental Study
We use both real world networks and synthetic networks to demonstrate the effectiveness

and the efficiency of our model and algorithm. We also evaluated our algorithms in both
quality and efficiency. All experiments were performed on a cluster with Hadoop and Spark
environment.
7.4.1

Environment Setup

1. Single Node Setup
We implemented the algorithms in Python 2.7.2 with the latest version of Snap.py1 .
All experiments are performed on a PC running Windows 10 with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i3-2120 CPU 3.30GHz and 12GB memory.
1

Python interface for SNAP
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Node Name
gpu10
gpu05
gpu06
gpu07
gpu08
gpu09
gpu11

Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual

Table 7.1.
CPU
Intel Xeon E5-2650
Intel Xeon E5-2650
Intel Xeon E5-2650
Intel Xeon E5-2650
Intel Xeon E5-2650
Intel Xeon E5-2650
Intel Xeon E5-2650

Cluster description
Memory
64 GB DDR3 (1866MHz)
64 GB DDR3 (1866MHz)
64 GB DDR3 (1866MHz)
64 GB DDR3 (1866MHz)
64 GB DDR3 (1866MHz)
64 GB DDR3 (1866MHz)
64 GB DDR3 (1866MHz)

Function
Master & SecNameNode
Worker & DataNode
Worker & DataNode
Worker & DataNode
Worker & DataNode
Worker & DataNode
Worker & DataNode

Table 7.2. Details of synthetic data
Network model
Nodes
Edges
Syn-SmallWord(S)
1,000
7,356
Syn-SmallWord(L)
50,000
638,274
Syn-Kronecker(S)
1,000
19,215
Syn-Kronecker(L)
50,000
693,473

2. Cluster Setup
We set up both Hadoop and Spark environment on the Apache Hadoop NextGen
MapReduce (YARN). We installed the latest version Hadoop 2.7.0 which release on 21
April 2015. We use 7 of the cluster nodes finished the Map-Reduce process. Apache
Spark’s GraphX version 1.5.2 in Python and Apache Hadoop’s Giraph version 2.0 in
Java are implemented to deploy in the cluster. (Detail of nodes in cluster could be
found in Table 7.1)

7.4.2

Synthetic Social Networks

Small-world graphs: the small-world network model is a very classical model following
the small-world features according to “small-world” [151]. This model is referred to as SynSmallWord.
Kronecker graphs: this generative model proposed in [96] generates a network in a
natural way. The networks grow from 5 initial nodes and then Kronecker’s idea is repeatedly
applied to expand the network. This model is referred to as Syn-Kronecker.
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Data
Amazon0302(A1)
Amazon0312(A2)
Amazon0505(A3)
Amazon0601(A4)

Table 7.3. Dataset in experiment
Nodes
Edges Nodes in LWCC
262111 1234877 262111 (1.000)
400727 3200440 400727 (1.000)
410236 3356824 410236 (1.000)
403394 3387388 403364 (1.000)

Nodes in LSCC
241761 (0.922)
380167 (0.949)
390304 (0.951)
395234 (0.980)

Based on the initial networks generated from the above models, we dynamically change
each network based on the idea proposed in [9]. Since we have multiple synthetic networks
in the experiments, the average summary of 10 networks’ statistic features has been used
instead. As shown in Table 7.2, we generate two scales (small (S) and large (L)) of networks
for both models with time stamp length of 50 and 100, respectively.
7.4.3

Real Social Networks Data Experiment

Different kinds of real data sets are used in our experiment, the first group of data sets
shown in Table 7.3 come from SNAP(Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection)2 which
is an open network data set collection builded by Stanford university for researchers doing
their research. The network statistic were evaluated by number of nodes(edges), number
of nodes(edges) in largest WCC(weakly connected component) and SCC(strongly connected
component), and Diameter(longest shortest path). Table 7.3 is based on the Customers Who
Bought This Item Also Bought feature of the Amazon website. Four networks come from
March to May in 2003. Each network contains a directed edge from i to j if a product i is
frequently co-purchased with product j [95]. In the co-purchased network, it is undirected
graph, we generate the two direction on each edge.
Besides the Amazon product co-purchasing networks in Table 7.3, we also evaluate our
algorithm in the real datasets below:
WikiVote is a data set obtained from the [94] which collected the vote history data of
Wikipedia 3 . The network includes 7115 vertices and 103689 edges which contains the voting
2
3

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
http://www.wikipedia.org/
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Figure 7.2. Average degree of real social networks

data of Wikipedia from the inception till January 2008. If user i voted on user j for the
administrator election, there will be a directed edge from i to j.
Coauthor is a data set obtained from [134], which collected the authors’ network by
ArnetMiner 4 . We use the subset which include 53442 vertices and 127968 edges. Since the
coauthor relationship is symmetrical, when the author i has a relationship with author j,
there will be one direct edge from i to j and another edge from j to i .
Twitter is a data set obtained from [106, 79] which collected the information from
Twitter 5 . We use the subset includes 92180 vertices and 188971 edges which represents the
follower relationship.
As same as the experiment in [141], we set the positive probability as 1/deg(v) for an
edge (u, v), where deg(v) is the in-degree of v. And we let the negative probability on each
edge be 10,30,50 and 80 percent of the positive probability.
As shown in Fig.7.2, we give the average degree of each real network, the WikiVote has
4
5

http://arnetminer.org, an academic search system.
https://twitter.com/
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Figure 7.3. Comparison between IC and TIC with network size increase.

the highest average degree, which means the WikiVote potentially is the densest network
among others.
7.4.4

Simulation Data Experiment

We present the experiment result of the Synthetic data on a single node first. By default,
we test the two greedy algorithm GA and TGA corresponding to model IC and TIC.
As show in Fig.7.3, we test the change by the size of network under Kronecker model (the
Small World model presents a similar result), when the network size increase, the different
between our TIC model and IC model became larger. This trend is resulting from TIC
model consider the time constraint and influence decay during the propagation. Also, when
the network size was increased, the propagation scope increased, but limited by the time
and influence damping, the number of influenced nodes was also decreased.
As shown in Fig.7.4 and Fig.7.5, we can have that the algorithm of IC can influence more
nodes than our new model TIC because our new model considers the time constraint and the
probability decay process. Even though, since the IC and LT are the ideal assumed models,

N u m b e r o f In flu e n c e d N o d e s
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Figure 7.4. IC and TIC on small size synthetic data

our models do describe the influence process in a more practical way than the classical ones.
Since the result of IC and LT present a very similar result, limited by space, we mainly
just show IC ’s result.
The first advantage of our model is that it captures the real life attributes of influence
and models them. The second advantage is our model could end the influence process limited
by time. The time constraint and influence decay could end the iteration in advance, which
is also speeding up the algorithm. As shown in Fig.7.6 and Fig.7.7, the other model, TIC,
could apparently save more time to find out the most influential nodes in the two scales
networks.
All experiments above show the features and advantages of our model. But if one
considers the running time for either networks or either model, although our model TIC
could outperform the classical IC with the greedy algorithm, the running time is hard to
be satisfied and if the size of data increases further, it is very hard to finish in a reasonable
time.
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Figure 7.5. IC and TIC on large size synthetic data
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Figure 7.7. Running time of IC and TIC on large size synthetic data

Next, we implement model IC and TIC in the cluster (Hadoop) under both Small-world
and Kronecker with greedy algorithms. As shown in Fig. 7.8 and Fig. 7.9, apparently that
cluster could achieve much better performance. Later in this section, we will show more
result and comparisons between Hadoop and Spark.
7.4.5

Real World Data Experiment

Fig. 7.10 and Fig. 7.11 show that the two real social network also follow the analysis
of our theory. But the different networks data have different distribution and topology, in
the Fig. 7.11 different network show a different changing trends.
To compare the performance of different Big Data frameworks, we also implemented
the algorithm GA, TGA, and TDDA with our largest real world network Amazon(A3) with
410,236 nodes and 3356,824 edges on both Hadoop and Spark, we set the size of seed set k
as 50. As shown in Fig. 7.12, the performance on Spark is much better than Hadoop. This
result is based on the different mechanism of Hadoop and Spark. Spark basically is a memory
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based framework for massive computation. Even though, as shown in the result, Hadoop is
still much better than our single machine’s performance. The reason our algorithm TDDA
in Fig. 7.12 performs better than the other two greedy algorithms is because TDDA is a
heuristic algorithm which has a much lower compute complexity.
Overall, the experiment shows that our model and algorithm match the theoretical
result we proposed. And the performance results we tested on different big data platform on
both synthetic data and real world data show that our algorithm and implementation could
outperform most existing alternative approaches.

7.5

Summary
This chapter presents two new models TIC and TLT which extend the practicality

of the classical IC and LT models in the influence maximization problem. The theoretical analysis shows that the two new models we propose both follow the monotonicity and
submodularity which could help us to design simple greedy algorithm with a guaranteed
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approximate ratio (1 − 1/e). Both the simulation and real social network data implementation on a Hadoop-based environment show that our new algorithm can solve the problem
efficiently and effectively.
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Chapter 8

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this chapter, we are going to show more future problems and challenges for influence
analysis, and pointing out the future research directions in the following.

8.1

Competitive Influence Analysis
All topics we discussed are working on single information resource, but there are many

different situation in real life that more than one information resources are existed.
Bilateral competition diffusion model could be considered as there are two opposite
opinions in the social scenario, where one is positive, and another is negative. How to
analyze the information diffusion is a very challenging and meaningful research topic. In
real life, it is quite common in the situation that different ideas are competing for their
influence in the social networks. Such competing diffusion could range from two competing
companies, friend and foe relations, two political candidates of the opposing parties to even
the government tries to inject truth information to fight with rumors spread to the public.
Besides the bilateral competition models, also from a competitive aspect, the competitors
could be more than two. For example, in BMW, Ford, Honda, Toyota, and Tesla are all
famous car brand, how to model the influence of multiple competitors are very challenge.
These scenarios are arising in the real world. Many companies with comparable products,
more than two political parties run for the election, and various rumors for some hot topics,
etc. How to model many different competitors with or without confliction in a social network
to propagate the influence are still very challenging problem. Map coloring and game theory
might be very potential resolutions for multiple competitors influence problems. But there
is still no practical resolution available, how to solve these kinds of problem might be one of
the important further research direction in influence analysis.
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8.2

Influence Analysis with Domain Knowledge
Domain knowledge could be used to refer to an area of human endeavour, an computer

activity, or other specialized discipline. Incorporating many kinds of domain knowledge
could greatly enhance the ability of influence analysis techniques.
As well as the development of modern mobile devices, the connection between cyberphysical network and online social network is significant strengthened. Integrate cyberphysical knowledge to influence analysis could improve both the accuracy and practicability.
But the two kinds data of cyber-physical and online social network are very different from
each other. How to combine the cyber-physical information and online information together
to construct a novel framework for influence analysis is still an open problem. Besides the
intuition problem of analysis, when we apply the cyber-physical knowledge to our problem,
an imperative issue is cyber-physical world are carry a lot of privacy information of social
participators. How to analysis the influence with consideration of privacy is also a very
challenge problem. For example, location information has been studied in cyber-physical
aspect for a long time. Location information could significantly improve the quality of our
influence analysis since if one event happens in a particular location, it could direct influence
all user around that area, and this kind of influence is more specific and observable. However,
the location information is also very sensitive to users and the research that how to analysis
the influence with privacy preserving is still blank.
Besides the domain knowledge in cyber-physical world, the marketing knowledge could
be applied to many business applications. One of most important application of influence
maximization is business marketing. In the domain of marketing, influence are using to
promote new product, deliver promotion, and spread marketing campaign. In political life,
political views, dissent, and attitude also need to spread and expand. Influence maximization
could be one of very powerful tool for political parties. In health domain, how to spread the
health lifestyle and reduce the un-health habit are also very related to influence analysis.
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8.3

Influence Analysis in Massive Scale Data
As a number of available data increases, kinds of massive scale data are available which

offers us more and more new issues. As probably the most notable big data platforms Hadoop
and Spark provide us a potential solution for large scale networks to do the influence analysis.
Hadoop is an Apache project provided a distributed file system and a framework for the
analysis and transformation of very large data sets using the MapReduce paradigm. Hadoop
is available via the Apache open source license, which provides us an opportunity to develop
a big data environment for our influence analysis challenge. Spark is a very fast and general
engine for big data processing, with built-in modules for streaming, SQL, machine learning
and graph processing, which also allows us to do the in-memory analysis for influence. How
to analyze the influence in massive scale social data especially in the innovative platforms is
still very challenging question. In this case, we are going to do more research regarding the
model and algorithm to investigate more potential of influence analysis. We also believe the
big data will still have great potential and value to investigate.
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CONCLUSION

This dissertation conducts the problem of influence analysis in big social data. Regarding this problem, we introduce the up-to-date research literatures and elucidate the
opportunities as well as challenges in detail. Surrounding many issues of influence analysis
in big social data, we study different models and algorithms to provide explorations and
resolutions.
Firstly, we investigate a framework for generating uncertain networks based on historical network snapshots. Four uncertainty construction models are presented to capture the
uncertainty from dynamic snapshots, then the sampling techniques are employed to improve
the efficiency of the algorithm. To describe the relationship of users in uncertain networks
in a more practical way. For this purpose, the 2-hop expectation distance is adopted to
approximate the expected number of common neighbors. Both the theoretical analysis and
our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed methods.
Secondly, we propose a practical probing framework to explore the dynamic of networks.
The probing framework takes the community as a unit and updates network topology by only
probing b communities instead of searching the entire network. Besides, a divide-and-conquer
strategy is applied with dynamic programming technique to maximize the community-based
influence. The comprehensive experiment results show that our model can achieve comparable influence diffusion performance compared to the node-based probing algorithm while
having much better efficiency and more applicable to large-scale networks.
Thirdly, according to the observations in real life, we propose model ICOT which incorporates both diffusion decay and opportunistic acceptance selection for dynamic networks.
In addition, we develop model BICOT to control the balance between influence depth and
breadth. We take the first step to explore the potential of broad influence maximization.
Through comprehensive experiments tests, the results show that our model can achieve a
comparable influence diffusion result like the learning-based algorithm but do not need the
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strict input requirement; and at the same time, our models have a much broader influence
coverage.
Fourthly, we solve the influence maximization problem in a heterogeneous information
network which combing the data from both sensed cyber-physical world and online social
world. Four behavior patterns and corresponding formulated functions are proposed to
model the users’ behavior in sensed cyber-physical world. We adopt the state-of-the-art
influence maximization technique and differential privacy to achieve an efficient influence
maximization algorithm with privacy protection. The real life data experiments verified
that the framework works well for the problem of influence maximization and our algorithm
is outperformed the up-to-date resolutions.
Fifthly, we present two novel models TIC and TLT which extend the practicality of
the classical IC and LT models for influence maximization. The theoretical analysis shows
that the two new models we propose both follow the monotonicity and submodularity. This
result could help us to design simple greedy algorithm with a guaranteed approximate ratio
(1 − 1/e). Both the synthetic and real social network data are tested by our implementation
on Hadoop and Spark platforms show that our new algorithm could solve the problem
efficiently and effectively.
At the end of this dissertation, we point out several very important, challenging, and
potential further work directions for other scholars reference.
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